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1 INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation presents "Parametric micro-level performance models" and "Par­
allel implementation of the hydrostatic version of MMS". We first study the parallel 
performance models in detail, and then, based on the understanding developed from this 
study we develop and analyze a complex parallel application. In the dissertation. Chap­
ter 1 discusses "Parametric micro-level performance models" and Chapter 2 presents 
"Parallel implementation of hydrostatic version of MM5". 
1.1 Parametric Micro-level Performance Models 
How to model parallel computation has been an important topic of research in 
high-performance computing. Performance models have been extensively investigated 
through theoretical and empirical studies. One important issue is how to make models 
realistic. The papers [58, 9] discuss shortcomings of earlier theoretical research, and pro­
pose new models called BSP and LogP for parallel computation. An important aspect 
of both models is the incorporation of communication parameters which were ignored in 
earlier theoretical research. The studies [7, 29, 30, 57] address several pragmatic issues 
and provide insights into important attributes of parallel performance. A good intro­
duction to performance and scalability of parallel systems is provided in recent books 
[33, 41]. 
This research is about parametric micro-level (PM) performance models for parallel 
computation. While BSP and LogP models [58, 9] focus on what is a realistic abstraction 
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for modeling parallel performance, our emphasis is on pragmatic models to accxirately 
predict and analyze execution times. Our goal is to develop performance models that 
can be actually used to predict performance on existing and future generation machines, 
compare machines, compare algorithms, and facilitate efficient implementations of al­
gorithms by identifying performance bottlenecks. To develop such models, we adopt a 
micro-level approach which incorporates precise details of interprocessor communication, 
memory operations, miscellaneous overheads due to auxiliary instructions, and effects 
of communication and computation schedules. The total execution time, although a 
very important metric of performance, does not tell how the machine architecture or 
algorithmic characteristic impacts performance. To address this issue, PM models do 
a component-wise analysis of the execution time in terms of floating point operations, 
memory operations, communication, and misceUaaeous instructions. This type of anal­
ysis is useful in relating the performance to underlying architectural attributes of a 
machine. A PM model is also useful to show different behaviors of each component in 
an algorithm. PM models help us compare two algorithms based on component-wise 
analysis. 
E.xecution times can be predicted by fitting timing curves to experimental data, as 
discussed in [30]. The basic approach is to determine an algebraic expression for the fit­
ting formula by analysis of algorithm and then determine the coefficients by experiments. 
This approach is closely aligned with our goals; it can accurately predict execution times. 
A fitting formula expresses execution time as a function of problem size and number of 
processors. It does not describe how architectural parameters affect performance. .A.lso, 
it is not possible to identify performance bottlenecks using the fitting formula. We ad­
dress these shortcomings with PM models. First, instead of predicting e.xecution time 
as a scalar quantity, PM models predict a vector that represents significant components 
of execution time. This is useful for analysis of performance. Secondly, the formulas 
are parametric. .Architectural and algorithmic parameters are incorporated as variables. 
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The parameters provide flexibility to study a variety of architectural and algorithmic 
issues. For example, the impact of changing processor speed, communication speed, or 
memory access speed can be studied by varying the parameters of the model. 
A tradeoff is to be expected between realistic modeling and its applicability in absence 
of specific information about the parallel algorithm or the architecture. It is desirable 
that performance models are not uimecessarily specific with respect to algorithms ajid 
architectures. Models need to be designed with a set of parameters applicable to a 
wide class of parallel algorithms and architectures. Specifics enter into the picture when 
parameter values have to be determined. There is an example in [9] where two imple­
mentations of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) are considered. The experimental results 
show a dramatic difference in communication costs of those two implementations. If a 
model is to predict the difference, it is inevitable that details of the implementation of 
algorithm have to be considered. In order to accommodate these conflicting require­
ments, our approach is to design the parameters and the process of model development 
with general applicability in mind, and follow it up with complete examples of models 
which get into specifics. 
We consider e.xecution time as the principal measure of performance. The models 
generate execution profiles to provide a picture of how computation, memory operations, 
communication, and miscellaneous overheads together account for the total execution 
time. The execution profiles can be used to view the performance in different ways. 
Other metrics such as speedup, efficiency, and MFLOPS are defined on basis of execution 
profiles. It is well known that performance metrics can provide different and sometimes 
misleading views of performance [30, 31]. We correlate various performance metrics to 
provide coherent views of parallel performance. 
We discuss how to reconcile the apparent contradictions in performance results and 
arrive at a more meaningful assessment of performance. For example, we address the 
consistency issues between execution time and other performance metrics. In another 
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instance, we suggest a different way to measure eflSciency of a parallel machine. The 
efficiency is commonly defined in parallel computing as the speedup divided by the 
number of processors. One is interested in this metric because a high value of efficiency 
is supposed to indicate that the machine is working to its capacity with minimal waste 
of its computational power. However, this purpose is not always served by the way 
efficiency is commonly defined in parallel computing. We suggest a different approach. 
The basic idea, as discussed in [7], is quite simple. Instead of relying on speedup, the 
idea is to define efficiency on the basis of work done. It involves defining an appropriate 
unit for the work done by a given algorithm. As we shall discuss later, an appropriate 
imit of work also helps to avoid a pitfail associated with the MFLOPS metric. 
PM models are appropriate for a large class of data parallel nimierical algorithms. 
This class is of interest since it includes a large nimiber of algorithms encompassing 
many of the scientific and engineering applications. These algorithms are typically 
implemented on MIMD machines, but many of them can also be implemented quite 
efficiently on SIMD machines. Separate PM models are needed for different algorithms. 
Each model includes a complete representation of the parallel algorithm, determined 
by key parts of the algorithm. As concrete illustrations, we present models for matrix 
multiplication, LU decomposition, and fast Fourier transform (FFT), all implemented 
on a 2-D processor array. These algorithms are of considerable interest in practice; in­
dividually, they have been used as examples in many empirical and theoretical studies 
[58, 9, 6, 50, 26]. Together, the aigorithms represent vaxying degrees of computation, 
communication, and memory requirements, and serve well as test cases. 
PM models are validated, and their utility is demonstrated in a case study on Mas-
Par MP-1 and MP-2. Two implementations of each algorithm are studied to illustrate 
the analysis and impact of memory operations. As a case study, we provide interesting 
examples of how architectural differences affect performance and how algorithmic differ­
ences affect performance. For example, the choice between a small number of powerful 
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processors or a large number of less powerful processors is often a point of debate in 
parallel computing. To study this issue, we present a concrete exajnple of performance 
comparison of I6K processor MP-1 and 4K processor MP-2 using three algorithms with 
different computational characteristics. To study performance difference of two algo­
rithms, we present the PM model of the blocked LU decomposition which has the same 
number of floating operations as the LU decomposition (non-blocked) discussed earlier. 
We compare the two algorithms and identify the tradeoffs between them. 
The experimental work for this study was done on a 4K processor MP-2 and a 16K 
processor MP-1. Both are SIMD machines and and they have roughly the same raw 
power for floating point computations. The MP-2 hcis fewer but roughly four times 
faster processors compared to MP-1. The machines have the same amount of main 
memory. The MasPar machines provide a concrete example to study how there can be 
significant variations in performance in spite of similarities between the machines. 
1.2 Parallel Implementation of Hydrostatic Version of MM5 
The Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Meteorological Model is a Fortran program de­
signed for high-resolution simulations or forecasts of mesoscale atmospheric circulation 
with four-dimensional data assimilation. This meteorological model has been used for 
real-time forecasting on small scales, process studies, sensitivity studies, and climate 
studies. MM5 is the fifth generation of the Penn State/NCAR model and provides two 
different versions:hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic. The hydrostatic version, although 
not cis accurate at scales less than about 10 Arm, has accuracy comparable to the non-
hydrostatic version at larger scales and requires less computer time. The sequential code 
for MM5 requires a large amount of CPU time for a typical simulation. Our results show, 
for example, that a 24-h simulation with 94,208 grid points on the sequenticil hydrostatic 
MM5 takes more than 5 hour CPU time using an IBM RS/6000 workstation. Parallel 
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implementatioa of MM5 is imperative to achieve increased throughput. 
We discuss the parallel implementation of the hydrostatic version of MM5 for dis­
tributed memory parallel computers. Distributed memory parallel computers are more 
cost effective and scalable than conventional shared-memory/vector parallel computers; 
parcdlelization of MM5 takes advantage of large memory. To paxallelize the hydro­
static version of MM5, we use the RSL (Runtime System Library), a portable library 
to support high-level routines for message passing and index transformation. The ma­
jor communication pattern to solve the finite difference equations is nearest-neighbor 
communication. 
We validate the parallel hydrostatic version of MM5 by comparing it with the se­
quential model using field data. Performance of the parallel model is also analyzed by 
comparing its execution time with the sequential model, and by calculating communi­
cation overhead and load imbalance, which are common problems in parallel processing. 
Performance analysis was carried out on an IBM SPl, a distributed memory paral­
lel computer that links high-performance workstations with high speed interconnection 
networks. The meteorological event we selected to test model performance was a period 
during the 'Great flood' of 1993 in the US Midwest (9 July, 199-3). The domain during 
this period had large regions of precipitation and large regions with no precipitation, 
which provides an extreme case for examining load imbalance of processors. 
Finally, we explain the inefficiency problem in the current RSL of providing the index 
transformation for parallel programs. We describe the problems caused by the current 
RSL and present the improved RSL with the experimental results. 
( 
2 PARAMETRIC MICRO-LEVEL PERFORMANCE 
MODELS FOR PARALLEL COMPUTING 
2.1 Parametric Micro-level Models 
In this section, the model development and verification process is described using 
the examples of three parallel algorithms on a 2-D processor array. Parameters of the 
model and its applicability are also discussed. 
2.1.1 Model development 
Each PM model is based on a precise analytical formula that captures essential op­
erations of a given parallel algorithm. The formula has four components to predict the 
execution time as a vector. These components axe computation time, communication 
time, memory access time, and the time for auxiliary instructions. .Architectural param­
eters of the model axe determined by experimental measurements. In hypothetical cases 
such as the study of a futuristic machine, the paxameters are extrapolated. We will first 
provide an overview of model development and follow it with details. 
2.1.1.1 Overview 
The development process can be described as follows: 
Step 1: Derive analytical formulas fcomp, fcomm, and fmem for parts of the execution 
times for computation, communication, and memory operations respectively. 
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Step 2: Do experimental measurements of sample cases to determine model parameters 
and also the time for computation, communication, accessing the memory, and the 
miscellaneous time for auxiliary instructions. 
Step 3: Select the template for regression analysis to estimate the miscellaneous over­
head time. Determine the regression coefficients bcised on experimentally measured 
values. The regression formula for miscellaneous overhead time is denoted by fmisc-
Step 4: Based on the experimental measurements, modify the analytical expressions 
fmem and fcomm SO that the predictions match with experimental timings deter­
mined in Step 2. The modifications to fmem are done to taJce into account cache 
effects and overlap of memory accesses with other operations. The modifications to 
fcomm axe done to take into account overlap of communication with computation. 
Step 5: Finally, the following formula is obtained to predict the execution time: 
fcomp "1" fcomm "h fmisc "t" fmem 
2.1.1.2 Details 
The analytical formulas are given for the three parallel algorithms in .A.ppendix A. 
In analyzing practical scenarios for parallel machines, the lower order terms can be 
significant. These formulas are carefully derived by examining the parallel algorithm to 
capture all its essential details. The formulcis are complex, but the advantage is that the 
performance predictions are very accurate. 
The three algorithms used in the study are well-known. The LU decomposition is de­
scribed in [18]. The details of the FFT algorithm can be found in [13]. Cannon's parallel 
algorithm is described in [41]. The LU decomposition uses a 2-D scattered data layout 
for the coefficient matrix (see section 2.3.5.1), and it includes partial pivoting. Different 
communication patterns are used by the three algorithms. The matrix multiplication 
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uses neaxest-neighbor communication where elements are shifted from one processor to 
the next along either a row or a column with wrap-around at the end. In case of the 
LU decomposition, communication is needed for pivoting and for broadccisting a pivot 
row and a multiplier column. A one-to-aJl broadcast is used along either a row or a 
column of processors. To implement butterfly operations, the FFT algorithm requires 
communication between processors in a row or a column where the distance between the 
communicating processors is a power of two. 
Depending on whether the routing is pipelined or non-pipelined, the cost of a commu­
nication operation varies. Table 2.1 summarizes different communication schemes and 
their costs, and it also lists costs on MasPax machines where our case study is done. The 
Xnet [d] primitive on MasPar is a version of non-pipelined routing, and the Xnetp Cd] 
and XnetcCd] are for pipelined routing, where d is distance. Typically, to send a large 
message from one processor to another, multiple individual messages may be required. 
There may also be a limit on the number of messages that can be pipelined together. 
On MasPar, each message has to be either one, four or eight bytes, and it has to be 
loaded in a register first. The pipelining is done at the bit level for each message. In 
our case study, single precision arithmetic is used, and the messages are four bytes each. 
The communication cost formulas in Table 2.1 are simplified in accordance with [46} to 
show the cost on MasPar when the message size is four bytes. 
Examples are cited in [30] to point out that simple overhead-type operations should 
not be neglected, no matter how trivial they may seem. PM models consider miscella­
neous overheads arising from auxiliary instructions to implement loops in the machine 
language, register moves, etc. A regression formula is used to predict the miscellaneous 
overhead time. The template for the regression formula is determined by examining the 
loop structure of the parallel program. The templates for the three algorithms are listed 
in Table 2.2. A simple algebraic manipulation of templates shows that miscellaneous 
overhead is a function of two variables the local problem size and the number of pro-
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Table 2.1 Commmiication costs 
general description MasPar specific description 
routing 
scheme 
communication cost primitive 
(32-bit message) 
communication cost 
MP-1 MP-2 
Pipelined Txs + dTxp + kTxt Xnetp M 08 "t" d 48-h(f 
Xnetc [<i] (Copy) 84 48-f-J 
Non-
pipelined 
Txs + dkTxt Xnet [cQ, </ = 1 43 40 
Xnet [cG, > 1 19 + Z5d 13 -h 33d 
Txs- startup time d: distance 
Txp- time to fill the pipeline h. number of messages 
Txt'- transmission time 
cessors. The coefficients qq, ai, ot2 and 03 shown in Table 2.2 are determined on basis 
of experimental measurements of sample cases with different local sizes of problem and 
using IK and 4K processor. 
The architecture parameters include individual timings for floating point instruc­
tions, communication primitives, and LOAD and STORE operations. It is assumed 
that memory accesses are only through LOAD and STORE instructions. The archi­
tecture parameters can be obtained from the machine manual, but it is a good idea 
to actually measure these timings. The architecture parameters are listed in Table 2.3 
along with the values for the MasPar MP-1 and MP-2 machines. The other parameters 
include problem size, PE array size, and the timing for algorithm specific primitives such 
as computing the twiddle factor for FFT. 
2.1.2 Verification of model 
A number of features are built into the models to ensure that the execution times 
are predicted accurately. First, the precise details of computation, communication, 
memory operations, and miscellaneous overheads are included in the models. Secondly, 
the model parcimeters are carefully determined by experiments. However, PM models 
are complex, and it is important to verify each model systematically. The procedure for 
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Table 2.2 Regression templates for miscellajieous overheads 
regression templates regression coefficients 
MP-1 MP-2 
+ aiM + + a ^ M ^ )  
ao 1.20000e-7 5.40000e-7 
ai 2.17535e-5 l.lOOOOe-8 
0 2  5.28270e-6 5.11250e-6 
ocz 1.08510e-6 7.88700e-7 
f L l c  =  +  a i (log2 P ) M  +  
cto 1.19000e-7 6.88000e-5 
ai 4.24202e-5 1.561 lOe-o 
a-i 1.78508e-o L10677e-5 
CLZ 2.22000e-7 2.25800e-7 
fmH = «OiV/ + Q:i(log2 P ^ ) M  + a 2 M l o g 2  M  
ao 3.5281 le-5 0.97346e-6 
ai 2.99546e-5 8.72500e-6 
OC2 1.57158e-5 5.49030e-6 
For and f^V^: 
P  X  P  :  processor array size 
N X N : matrix size 
M X M: local problem size per 
processor  (M =  N / P )  
f F F T .  Jmisc ' 
P  X  P :  processor array size 
N : number of elements 
M : local problem size per 
processor {M = iV/P^) 
Table 2.3 Architecture parameters 
Operation MP-1 Cycles MP-2 Cycles 
Tload Load 85 40 
Tjtore Store 74 35 
Tmult Floating Point Multiply 225 41 
Tdiv Floating Point Division 325 75 
Tadd Floating Point Addition 127 26 
Tneg Floating Point Negation 36 10 
T  cmp Floating Point Comparison 84 33 
Ttwiddle Twiddle Factor Calculation for FFT 9540 2845 
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such a verification is described here. This procedtire was used in our case study to verify 
the models on the MasPar MP-1 and MP-2 machines. 
We describe the necessary experimental measurements to be obtained by nmning the 
parallel programs for sample problem sizes. The experimental measurements include: 
(i) total execution time (Texec), (ii) computation time (Tcomp), (iii) communication time 
{Tcomm), (iv) miscellaneous overhead time {Tmisc), and (v) the time for memory oper­
ations {Tmem)- The experimental measurements for (ii), (iii), and (iv) were done after 
deleting appropriate instructions from the compiler generated assembly code. First, 
Tjnisc is measured by deleting all the computation, communication plus the associated 
LOAD and STORE instructions. Next, only the communication and the memory in­
structions are omitted, and the computation time {Tcomp) is determined by subtracting 
Tmisc from the resulting execution time. Finally, only the memory instructions are omit­
ted, and the communication time (Tcomm) is determined by subtracting Tcomp + 7m,jc 
from the resulting execution time. The time for memory operations is based on the 
previous measurements using the equation T^em = T^^c - Tcomp - Tcomm — Tmisc-
The accuracy of models is based on the following observations: 
• The computation and communication timings predicted by the analytical formulas 
fcomp and fcomm are checked individually with experimental values Tcomp and Tcomm-
• Only a part of the experimental data is used to determine the regression coeffi­
cients, and the remaining data is used as the test data to verify the regression 
formula. 
• The memory model is checked separately. 
Experimental measurements are sometimes tricky, especially due to the fact that 
overlaps have to be taken into account. In some cases, we had to modify the assembly 
code to get the experimental data since the compiler introduced major transformations 
into the code and making changes in the high-level language did not produce the effect 
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we wanted. For example, this was the case in an instance where we wanted to selectively 
omit certain instructions to measure their effect. There may be problems arising from 
data dependencies where omiting certain instructions can have side effects. For example, 
omitting a LOAD can make the subsequent division instruction to cause exception of 
division by zero. These issues have to be addressed in experimental procedures. 
Our experience is that LOAD-STORE architecture makes experimental procedures 
simpler, it at least avoids complications resulting from complex addressing modes where 
it is not possible to separate memory accesses. A systematic development of experimentai 
procedures is an important and complex topic by itself. For example, a timing procedure 
suitable for programs that use message passing is described in [36]. To do complete 
justice to it is beyond the scope of this research. 
2.1.3 Scope and applicability 
PM models are applicable to a class of numerical algorithms described as follows. 
First, the work done by the algorithm is characterizable as a set of floating point opera­
tions. Secondly, the parallel execution proceeds as a succession of steps with synchroniza­
tion points in between. Each step consists of computation followed by commimication. 
The same program is executed by ail processors, but different data is processed. Within 
each step, some processors in a MIMD machine may finish their computations earlier 
and remain partly idle till the next synchronization point. The concept of tight syn­
chronization is inherent in the BSP model [58]. The BSP model considers an algorithm 
as a sequence of supersteps. Each superstep combines computation and communication. 
Many of the numerical aigorithms from scientific and engineering applications fall in the 
category to which PM models can be applied. There are also important exceptions; for 
example sorting algorithms where it is the data movements and not the floating point 
operations that characterize work. 
The parallel algorithms considered in this research are used on both SIMD and MIMD 
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machines. We have implemented these algorithms on MasPar, a SIMD architecture 
and nCUBE, a MIMD architecture. PM models with some changes can be applied to 
different machines. Experimental measurements may pose a problem on some machines. 
For example, in some cases it may not be possible to arrive at a cycle time for an 
individual instruction because it may vaxy depending on the adjacent instructions. This 
was observed to be the case on nCUBE. We have found it is easier to maJce experimental 
measurements on machines that have processors with LOAD-STORE architecture where 
the only instructions to access memory are LOAD and STORE operations. Fortunately, 
this is the case with several recent parallel machines including MasPar MP-1 and MP-2, 
Intel Paragon, IBM SP-1 and SP-2. 
Constants are important in practice. For example, a better design that increases 
performance by 50% is not something that a computer manufacturer can afford to ignore. 
In such situations, PM models provide a viable tool to accurately analyze performajice of 
different designs. For a new generation of machines, an important consideration is cost 
effective improvement in performance. The alternatives could be either faster processors, 
faster communication hardware or faster memory. Such alternatives can be evaluated 
by PM models. 
A PM model is useful in many ways. The case study in the later section provides an 
illustration of how it is useful to identify performance bottlenecks, analyze performance, 
compare machines, and compare algorithms. For example, in our case study, an analysis 
using PM models revealed that the memory access overhead was the major performance 
bottleneck in numerical algorithms. This overhead could be reduced by a software 
pipelining technique which involves a suitable scheduling of memory accesses. This 
led to a significant improvement in performance on both the MeisPar machines. 
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2.2 Performance Analysis 
The execution profiles generated by models are used as the basis for performance 
analysis. We derive quantitative relationships that are useful for a class of algorithms 
discussed in Section 2.1.3. 
2.2.1 Execution profiles 
PM models predict the execution time as a sum of four components corresponding 
to computation, communication, miscellaneous overheads and memory operations. The 
model can be used to predict the total execution time, and each of its components 
separately. The execution profile for an algorithm is presented in the form of a table 
that shows percentages attributed to each component of the execution time for a range 
of problem sizes. The computation component represents the useful work, and the other 
three components should be as small as possible. It becomes clear from the execution 
profile how significant communication, memory operations, or miscellaneous overheads 
are as performance bottlenecks. 
Performance can be viewed in different ways using various metrics. Execution profiles 
provide a basis to correlate different views in order to provide a coherent picture of 
parallel performance. Speedup, efficiency, and MFLOPS are defined on basis of execution 
profiles in ways that reveal precisely the roles of key factors such as load balance. 
2.2.2 Load balance 
Load balance is an important attribute of performance in parallel computing. For 
the class of algorithms considered in this analysis, load balance can be thought of as 
the degree of utilization of processors averaged over all "compute only" steps after the 
memory and miscellaneous overheads are factored out. The following definition of Load 
Balance Factor {LB/) is such that the range for LB/ is between zero to one, with one 
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corresponding to the best utilization of processors. 
T R I M  P \  nflops(N)xtftap 
n f l o p s { N )  :  Number of normalized floating point operations for sequential 
computation (P = 1) 
tflop '• Time for a single normalized floating point operation 
fcompi^i P)' Total time for floating point operations done 
in parallel using P x P processors 
N : Problem size parameter 
P X P : Processor array size 
To deal with the mixture of fcist and slow floating point operations, normalized floating 
point operations axe used in this research. For example, on MasPar MP-1 where the ADD 
operation takes 127 cycles, and the MULT operation takes 225 cycles, the normalized 
FLOPs for these operations are counted as 1 and 1.77 respectively. 
2.2.3 Efficiency based on work and speedup 
Traditionally, efficiency is calculated based on the work done. However, in parallel 
computing efficiency is commonly defined as the speedup divided by the number of 
processors. The isoefficiency analysis [41, 39] is based on this definition. Unfortunately, 
this definition of efficiency is likely to provide misleading assessment of performance. 
One serious problem with the definition is that a higher value of efficiency does not 
necessarily mean lesser waste of the computing power. 
In fact, efficiency when it is defined in terms of speedup can vary inversely to per­
formance. Consider, for example, a performance improvement like memory access opti­
mization that reduces the average time of a memory access. .A.s the communication time 
is left unchanged by such an optimization, the parallel execution time is not reduced 
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to the same degree as the sequential time. The net result of the optimization is that, 
although the performance improves, the speedup decreases and so does the efficiency. 
When defined in terms of speedup, the efficiency is only a good measure of how well the 
work is distributed across processors. The overall efficiency including the efficiency at 
individual processors is not considered. On the contrary, the metric is biased against 
some types of performance improvements. 
We take a different approach by considering another definition of efficiency which is 
more in tune with the traditional of notion efficiency for all kinds of machines and not 
just the parallel computers. As argued in [7], instead of relying on time as a measure 
of work, efficiency should be defined as the ratio of work accomplished (wa) to the 
work expended {we). In dealing with numerical algorithms, it is reasonable to select a 
normalized FLOP as the unit of work. Note that only the floating point computation is 
considered as useful work. The memory, communication and auxiliary instructions are 
treated as wasteful overheads that reduce efficiency. With a normalized FLOP as the 
unit of work, wa is proportional to MFLOPS and we is proportional to peak MFLOPS. 
.A.ssuming a normalization is used, the ratio of MFLOPS to peak MFLOPS defines the 
efficiency(£//(iV,P)): 
F f f( i\[ P) — ^ f F L O P S { N , P )  
)  — PeakJ^IFLOPS(P)  
The formulas of normalized MFLOPS and the peak MFLOPS are explained in the next 
section. 
Intuitively, an improvement in load balance should increase efficiency. For numeri­
cal algorithms, the load balance factor (LB/) can be defined as the average fraction of 
the total number of processor busy during floating point computations. This definition 
makes sense for any SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) algorithms where computa­
tion and communication steps follow one another and are separated by synchronization 
points. Note that it is not important to know how many processors are busy during a 
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communication step because the communication time is included cis a overhead in the 
new definition of efficiency. More precisely, the relationship between efficiency and load 
balance can be expressed as follows: 
E f P )  =  ^  P )  
Note that fexed^.P) = fcomp{ N , P )  +  f o v e r h e a d i ^ ,  P ) - ,  where the overhead includes 
time spent for communication, memory access, and miscellaneous instructions. In case 
of overlapped operations the overlapped time is to be counted only once. For example, 
if part of the communication is overlapped with computation then that paxt of the 
communication time is not counted separately because it is included in the computation 
time. 
Interestingly, for examples provided in [7], the commonly used definition and the 
alternate definition of efficiency both led to the same results. The following observation 
may explain why it is so. On resubstituting for LBj cind using the traditional definition 
of speedup, it becomes clear that both definitions of efficiency lead to the same formula. 
This can be verified by using the following formula for speedup as the ratio of the 
sequential execution time to the parallel execution time. 
Sveeduvi V P\ = nfiops(N)xtf,^ fcompi^* 
The overheads due to memory operations and miscellaneous operations are also present 
in sequential processing. We have not factored those out and are in effect measuring the 
overall efficiency by accounting for all sources of inefficiency. 
2.2.4 MFLOPS 
First, consider the MFLOPS measure. The normalized MFLOPS are given by; 
M F L O P S { N , P )  =  
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Texeci^^ P)' experimentaily measured parallel computation time for size N 
Based on our ezirlier discussions, MFLOPS can also be calculated by: 
M F L O P S { N , P )  =  P e a k M F L O P S { P )  x E f f i N . P )  
PeakMFLOPS : r r , n ^ P^ = 7^ x 10"® x 
number of cycles per normalized J lop ' /top 
The question is what is a good measure of performance to compare different machines 
based on a given algorithm. A reasonable way is to interpret higher performance as 
accomplishing more useful work in the same amount of time. Intuitively, one may think 
that the efficiency could serve the purpose. How^ever, efficiency can be a misleading 
measure for comparison of different machines. A machine may be less efficient, but 
could still perform more work because it is faster than the other machine. This suggests 
that one should really consider the product of the efficiency and the rate of work of a 
machine. If normalized FLOP is considered as the unit of work, then MFLOPS is such 
a measure. 
2.3 Case Study 
The case study includes analysis for performance improvement, comparison of par­
allel machines, comparison of paxaJlel algorithms, and prediction of a future machine. 
This study was done on a 16K processor MasPar MP-1 with 16K bytes of memory per 
processor and a 4K processor MP-2 machine with 64K bytes of memory per processor. 
PM models of matrix multiplication, LU decomposition, and FFT are considered. 
2.3.1 Parallel machines 
MasPar MP-1 and MP-2 machines are based on a single-instruction stream, multiple 
data stream (SIMD) architecture with processors arranged in a two dimensional toroidal 
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grid. A parallel program runs on the array control unit (ACU) which broadcasts instruc­
tions to the processors. The communication operations on MasPar and their costs are 
discussed in Section 2.1.1.2. 
The MP-1 and MP-2 machines have a clock rate of 12.5 MHz, and identical instruc­
tion sets. However, the MP-1 uses 4-bit processors while the MP-2 uses 32-bit processors. 
The MP-2 processor can perform floating point operations four to five times faster than 
the MP-1 processor. Measured cycle times for several instructions are shown in Table 
2.3. There is no cache memory on either machine, and each processor has forty 32-
bit registers. Memory accesses are done ordy through LOAD and STORE instructions. 
Other instructions, including interprocessor communication, axe all register based. We 
have used single precision arithmetic and individual messages of four bytes each. 
2.3.2 Validation of models 
To validate PM models, their predictions are compared with experimental results 
on MasPar MP-1 and MP-2 machines. We did compare the model and the experimen­
tal results for the four parts of the executions time separately. Instead of presenting 
the individual comparison for each part, the comparison of the total e.xecution time is 
presented in Table 2.4. The results show that in all cases, the models are very accurate. 
2.3.3 Using an analysis to improve performance 
Two implementations of algorithms were studied to illustrate the analysis and im­
pact of memory operations. The second implementation included software pipelining 
to reduce the time for memory operations. The highest level of compiler optimization 
was used with both implementations. A pre-analysis was done assuming the memory 
overlap ratio to be zero in the model. Secondly, a post-analysis was done by including a 
non-zero overlap ratio based on the experimental data from the second implementation 
which introduced significant memory overlap as a result of software pipelining. 
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Table 2.4 Accuracy of execution time predictions 
16K MP-1 4K MP-2 
model experi­ diff. model experi­ diff. 
N mental mental 
(sec) (sec) (%) (sec) (sec) (%) 
Matrix 
Multiplication 
1024 2.47 2.56 3.27 2.33 2.36 1.27 
1536 7.90 8.10 2.49 7.46 7.52 0.76 
2048 18.22 18.58 1.91 17.26 17.34 0.50 
2560 34.98 35.54 1.56 33.13 33.23 0.28 
3072 59.73 60.56 1.37 56.69 56.78 0.17 
3584 94.13 95.26 1.18 89.31 89.45 0.16 
4096 139.58 141.03 J 1.02 132.58 132.72 0.11 
LU 
Decomposition 
1024 2.05 2.09 1.60 1.77 1.80 1.74 
2048 10.00 10.11 1.06 9.44 9.58 1.45 
3072 28.17 28.40 0.81 27.58 27.91 1.20 
4096 60.82 61.23 0.66 60.66 61.31 1.05 
5120 112.27 112.89 0.55 113.15 114.23 0.95 
6144 186.77 187.66 0.48 189.56 191.23 0.88 
7168 288.60 289.82 0.42 294.33 296.75 0.82 
Fast 
Fourier 
Transform 
919 0.147 0.147 0.53 0.181 0.181 0.08 
•yw 0.303 0.302 0.50 0.369 0.369 0.11 
0.623 0.621 0.46 0.754 0.755 0.14 
22-2 1.281 1.276 0.41 1.539 1.541 0.17 
223 2.632 2.623 0.37 3.140 3.147 0.20 
224 5.404 5.387 0.33 6.407 6.421 0.23 
2.3.3.1 Pre-anjJysis: identifying performance bottleneck 
PM models yield execution profiles that can provide clues for improving performance. 
The profiles for the three algorithms are shown in Tables 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. The execu­
tion profiles include the total execution time, and its break-up based on computation, 
communication, miscellaneous overheads, and memory operations. Note that the com­
ponents other than the computation should be cis small as possible for high performance. 
The pre-analysis tables 2.5 and 2.6 show that memory operations account for a signif­
icant portion of the execution time. For matrix multiplication, miscellaneous overheads 
and interprocessor communication together constitute only a small part (10% or less) 
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Table 2.5 Pre-analysis by model: Matrix Multiplication 
N 1024 1536 2048 2560 3072 3584 4096 
MP-1 
comp % 57.0 59.7 61.1 62.0 62.6 63.0 63.3 
comm % 1.7 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5 
mem access % .37.2 35.6 34.7 .34.1 .33.8 .33.5 33.3 
raise % 4.1 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.9 
MP-2 
comp % 37.2 39.0 .39.8 40.3 40.7 40.9 41.1 
comm % 2.8 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.8 
mem access % 52.3 51.9 51.7 51.6 51.5 51.4 51.4 
misc % 7.7 7.2 7.0 6.9 6.8 6.8 6.7 
Table 2.6 Pre-analysis by model : LU Decomposition 
N 1024 2048 3072 4096 5120 6144 7168 
MP-1 
comp % .36.6 44.8 48.6 50.7 52.1 53.0 53.7 
comm % 13.6 9.0 6.6 5.2 4.3 3.7 3.2 
mem access % 31.6 36.6 38.2 38.9 .39.3 .39.5 39.7 
misc % 18.2 9.6 6.6 5.2 4.3 3.8 3.4 
MP-2 
comp % 23.9 28.4 30.3 31.4 .32.1 32.5 .32.9 
comm % 14.2 8.9 6.4 5.0 4.1 3.5 3.0 
mem access % 45.7 52.6 55.1 56.4 57.2 57.7 .58.1 
misc % 16.2 10.1 8.2 7.2 6.6 6.3 6.0 
Table 2.7 Pre-analysis by model : Fa^t Fourier Transform 
N 919 220 2^^ •y22 923 924 
MP-1 
comp % .52.9 53.3 53.9 54.4 54.8 55.2 
comm % 31.0 30.0 29.0 28.1 27.2 26.4 
mem access % 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 
misc % 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.0 11.0 10.9 
MP-2 
comp % .34.3 34.7 35.1 35.4 .35.7 36.1 
comm % 46.2 44.8 43.6 42.4 41.3 40.2 
mem access % 9.5 10.4 11.2 12.0 12.7 13.4 
misc % 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.3 
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of the executioa time, but memory operations account for as much as 37% on MP-1 
and 52% on MP-2. It gets worse with LU decomposition «is it is a more memory-access 
intensive algorithm. Miscellaneous overheads for LU decomposition are significant for 
smaller problem sizes, but they decrease for larger problems. The performance profile for 
FFT (Table 2.7) is quite different. It is clear that memory operation is not the problem. 
The performance loss with FFT is mainly due to interprocessor communication. The 
pre-axialysis suggests that the performance of matrix multiplication and LU decompo­
sition could be significantly improved by using techniques that minimize the time for 
memory operations. 
2.3.3.2 Memory access optimization 
The performance loss due to memory operation can be minimized by exploiting 
the organization of the memory and how it works. We used blocking and software 
pipelining. Since there is no cache memory on MasPar, blocking was implemented 
using the registers. Software pipelining was found to be more critical for performance 
improvement on MasPar machines. 
Software pipelining has been previously studied [42, 54] for VLIW and other architec­
tures. The technique is commonly used on RISC workstations. On MasPar, we had to 
apply the technique by hand to source level programs to change the order of operations 
in successive iterations of a loop so that data could be prefetched. Software pipelining 
helps if the hardware can overlap prefetching of data with computation and communica­
tion. We applied software pipelining to computation loops with floating point operations 
and also to communication loops that move a block of data from the local memory of 
one processor to another processor. 
The software pipelining technique is illustrated in Figure 2.1 by the example of matrix 
multiplication. For the basic matrix multiplication loop in the left program segment, 
elements of the A and B arrays are used for floating point operations immediately after 
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register a, b, c; register aO, al, bO, bl, c; 
for i = 0 to M-1 for i = 0 to M-1 
begin begin 
for j = 0 to M-1 for j = 0 to M-1 
begin begin 
c = C(i , j);  c  = 0.0;  
for k = 0 to M-1 aO = A(i ,0);  
begin bO = 3(0,j);  
a = A(i ,k);  for k = 0 to M-2 
b = B(k,j);  begin 
c += a * b; (1)  al  = A(i ,k+1);  
end (2)  bl  = B(k+1,j)  ;  
C(i ,  j )  = c;  CO c += aO * bO; 
end aO = al;  
end bO = bl;  
end 
c += aO * bO; 
C(i ,  j )  += c;  
end 
end 
end 
(basic version) (software pipelined version) 
Figure 2.1 An example of software pipelining applied to matrix multiplica­
tion 
they are accessed. As a result, floating point operations cannot start until the memory 
accesses are complete. On the other hand, for the pipelined loop, the array elements get 
prefetched in lines (1) and (2). This prefetching is overlapped with the floating point 
computations done in line (3). Software pipelining can be combined with loop unrolling 
for further improvement in performance. 
2.3.3.3 Measurement of memory overlap 
This section illustrates how memory access optimization is accounted for, and how 
significant is its impact on performance. The impact of overlapping memory operations 
is measured by the overlap ratio [Or) based on the equation: /mem x (1 — Or) = Tmem-
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As defined originally, fmem gives the time for memory operations in absence of overlap, 
Tmem IS the experimentally meeisiired time for memory operations in presence of 
software pipelining. The overlap ratio plays a role similar to the hit ratio for analyzing 
the cache memory performance. Similar to the cache hit ratio, the overlap ratio has a 
value between 0 and 1, and the closer it is to 1, the higher the performance. 
The overlap resulting from software pipelining is expected to increase up to a point 
with increasing number of pipelined iterations of the for loop. In a pipelined operation, 
the efiSciency increases with the number of jobs until it levels off at a meiximum value. 
The same trend is observed for the overlap ratio. The overlap ratio depends on the 
algorithm, architecture of the machine and problem size. It increases with the local 
problem size until it levels off as shown in Figvires 2.2 and 2.3. Note that each figure refers 
to the total problem size and not the local size at each processor. The corresponding 
local problem sizes are larger on MP-2 as it has only 4K processors compared to I6K 
processors on MP-1. 
LU decomposition shows higher overlap than matrix multiplication on MP-I, and 
it is other way around on MP-2. LU decomposition kernel is more memory intensive; 
it requires an additional STORE operation compared to matrix multiplication kernel. 
We verified that if an additional STORE operation is included (redundantly) in the 
matrix multiplication kernel, then its overlap ratio matches closely with that of LU 
decomposition. 
Memory accesses need to be factored into realistic models of parallel computing. 
Memory accesses can have significant impact on performance even in parallel computing. 
For two out of the three aJgorithms in our study, the memory access cost in fact turns out 
to be substantially higher than the interprocessor communication cost. Memory access 
times can vary significantly due to memory hierarchy and overlap of memory accesses 
with other operations. We have addressed memory overlap which is the relevant issue on 
MasPar machines where there is no cache memory, but the overlap is a significant factor. 
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As future research, it will be worthwhile to do case studies on other machines with cache 
memory. There is extensive literature on performance analysis of cache memory which 
needs to be explored in the context of realistic modeling for parallel machines with 
distributed memory. 
2.3.3.4 Post-analysis 
A "post-analysis" was done to study performance after it was improved by software 
pipelining. To account for the memory overlap, fmem is replaced by fmem x (1—(9^) in the 
post-analysis. A comparison of execution times between pre-analysis and post-analysis, 
shows that a significant improvement in performance is possible on MasPar machines 
by overlapping memory operations with other operations. 
The post-ajialysis tables 2.S, 2.9 and 2.10 provide a quantitative picture of how 
different overheads impact performance. The following trends are observed for the three 
algorithms when overheads are considered as percentages of the total execution time. 
For matrix multiplication, memory is the dominant overhead. For LU decomposition, 
miscellaneous and communication overheads axe also high, but only for smzdler problems. 
.A.s the problem size increases, the other two overheads diminish and memory becomes 
the dominant overhead. Software pipelining helps substantially and more so in case of 
MP-2, but the cost of memory operations still remains relatively high. For FFT, the 
communication overhead is the most significant followed by the miscellaneous overhead; 
memory overhead is very low. 
Next, we analyze eflSciency which is affected by overheads and the load balance. 
The efficiency curves on MP-I and MP-2 are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. Matrix 
multiplication has the least overhead plus the best possible load balance, thus it achieves 
the highest efficiency among the three algorithms. .After software pipelining, the overall 
overhead for LU decomposition becomes smaller compared to FFT, especially for large 
problems. The load balance for LU decomposition is low for small size problems, but it 
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Table 2.8 Post-analysis by model: Matrix Multiplication 
N 1024 1536 2048 2560 3072 3584 4096 
MP-1 
comp % 74.6 78.9 81.1 82.4 83.0 84.1 84.7 
coram % 2.3 1.6 1.2 LO 0.8 0.7 0.6 
mem access % 17.7 14.9 13.4 12.5 11.7 11.3 10.9 
misc % 5.4 4.6 4.3 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.8 
MP-2 
comp % 60.4 63.5 65.2 66.3 66.9 67.5 67.8 
comm % 4.5 3.2 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.3 
mem access % 22.7 21.6 21.0 20.4 20.2 20.0 19.9 
misc % 12.4 11.7 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.0 
Table 2.9 Post-analysis by model: LU Decomposition 
N 1024 2048 3072 4096 5120 6144 7168 
MP-1 
comp % 47.1 61.4 68.2 72.0 74.7 76.4 77.8 
comm % 17.5 12.3 9.3 7.5 6.2 5.3 4.6 
mem access % 12.0 13.2 13.2 13.1 12.9 12.8 12.7 
misc % 23.4 1.3.1 9.3 7.4 6.2 5.5 4.9 
MP-2 
comp % 34.9 45.5 50.1 52.8 54.5 55.7 56.7 
comm % 20.8 14.2 10.6 8.4 7.0 6.0 5.2 
mem access % 20.5 24.1 25.8 26.7 27.2 27.6 27.8 
misc % 23.8 16.2 13.5 12.1 11.3 10.7 10.3 
Table 2.10 Post-analysis by model : Fast Fourier Transform 
N 219 920 2^^ 222 223 224 
MP-1 
comp % 54.7 55.6 56.4 57.1 57.8 58.4 
comm % 32.1 31.2 30.3 29.5 28.7 28.0 
mem access % 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
misc % 11.7 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 
MP-2 
comp % 36.9 37.6 38.3 39.0 39.6 40.2 
comm % 49.7 48.7 47.6 46.6 45.7 44.8 
mem access % 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.5 
misc % 10.8 10.9 11.1 11.2 11.3 11.5 
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improves due to 2-D scattered decomposition as the problem size increases. Using the 
formula from Section 2.2.2, it was checked that the load balance factor (LB/) for LU 
decomposition changed from 0.64 to 0.94 on MP-1 and from 0.76 to 0.96 on MP-2. The 
net result is that the eflBciency curve for LU decomposition eventually takes off, and is 
much higher than the FFT curve. For matrix multiplication and FFT, it is easy to see 
from the parallel algorithm itself that LB/ = 1, i.e., processors are fully utilized when 
the problem size is a multiple of the PE array size. 
2.3.3.5 Performance improvement 
The execution profiles shown in Figure 2.6 and 2.7 (pie charts on the left side) reveal 
that, on MasPar machines, the overheads due to memory accesses are substantial. In 
some cases, they are higher thaji the communication overheads. The memory overheads 
on MP-2 are roughly twice as high as compared to MP-1. 
Once the performance bottleneck was identified, we tried various techniques to al­
leviate the problem. It was found that the overheads due to memory access overhead 
could be significantly reduced by incorporating software pipelining at the source level 
programs. The improvements for MP-1 and MP-2 are shown in Table 2.11. The changes 
in the execution profiles are shown in Figure 2.6 and 2.7; the pie charts on the left 
show the original profiles and the pie charts on the right show the new profiles after the 
optimization. 
2.3.4 Comparison of two machines 
In this section, we illustrate the usefulness of PM models for the comparison of 
two machines. We compare the two machines in terms of overhead, execution time, 
MFLOPS, efficiency and scalability. 
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Table 2.11 Improvements by overlapping of memory operations 
16K MP-1 4K MP-2 
without with improve without with improve 
N overlap overlap -ment overlap overlap -ment 
(sec) (sec) (%) (sec) (sec) (%) 
Matrix 
Multiplication 
1024 3.24 2.56 26.7 3.77 2.36 60.0 
1536 10.43 8.10 28.8 12.18 7.52 62.0 
2048 24.16 18.58 30.0 28.24 17.34 62.8 
2560 46.50 35.54 30.9 54.42 33.23 63.8 
3072 79.59 60.56 31.4 93.18 56.78 64.1 
3584 125.52 95-26 31.8 147.00 89.45 64.3 
4096 186.39 141.03 .32.2 218.27 132.72 64.5 
LU 
Decomposition 
1024 2.64 2.09 26.6 2.59 1.80 43.8 
2048 13.70 10.11 35.5 15.09 9.58 57.5 
3072 39.55 28.40 39.2 45.52 27.91 63.1 
4096 86.51 61.23 41.3 101.88 61.31 66.2 
5120 160.93 112.89 42.6 192.14 114.23 68.2 
6144 269.14 187.66 43.4 324.30 191.23 69.6 
7168 417.48 289.82 44.0 506.35 296.75 70.6 
Fcist 
Fourier 
Transform 
.719 0.152 0.147 4.1 0.194 0.181 7.5 
920 0.315 0.302 4.6 0.400 0.369 8.3 
0.652 0.621 5.1 0.823 0.755 9.1 
2" 1.347 1.276 5.5 1.693 1.541 9.8 
2^3 2.778 2.623 5.9 3.477 3.147 10.5 
224 5.727 5.387 6.3 7.138 6.421 11.2 
2.3.4.1 Overview 
A fair comparison of parallel machines is a non-trivial tcisk. The process of evaluating 
performance of a parallel machine is unavoidably more complicated than its uniprocessor 
counterpart. It opens up new issues like interprocessor communication and load balance. 
Moreover, the parallel performeince is not only a function of the problem size but also the 
number of processors. This leads to various performance metrics and different notions 
of scalability. To complicate the matters, different performance metrics may contradict 
each other [30, 31]. Also, the asymptotic behavior predicted by a scalability function 
may not be very relevant within the existing range of number of processors in a given 
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macliine. In addition, the performance of a machine may vary significantly from one 
algorithm to another. Another important issue is how to relate the performance to 
the architectural attributes of the machine. Such a relationship is not only important in 
providing credibility to the performance results, but it also helps in gauging performance 
trends based on architectural parameters. Our objective is to address these issues in the 
context of of numerical algorithms using PM models. 
We use PM models to compare two machines. This comparison provides a concrete 
example to study an important issue in parallel computing, namely, "which choice is 
better? - a small number of powerful processors or a large number of less powerful 
processors". 16K processor MP-1 and 4K processor MP-2 axe respectively 1613 and 
1969 normalized MFLOPS. The two machines have the same amount of total memory, 
thus it is possible to compare problems of the same size on both machines. We have 
used ADD-normalized FLOPS. On MasPar MP-1 where the ADD operation takes 127 
cycles, and the MULT operation takes 225 cycles, the ADD-normalized FLOPS for 
these operations are counted as 1 and 1.77 respectively. Similarly, using the timings for 
.ADD and MULT from Table 2.3, the number of ADD-normalized FLOPS for the MULT 
operation is 1.58 on MP-2. The three algorithms used for PM models are useful to get 
different perspectives. 
2.3.4.2 Analysis of overhead 
The impact of overheads turns out to be significantly different on MP-1 and MP-2. 
For each algorithm, we compare the data for the same size problems on MP-1 and MP-2. 
.A.S seen from the post-analysis tables 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10, aU overheads including memory, 
commimication, and miscellaneous are significantly higher on MP-2. This can be under­
stood on basis of two factors related to differences in architectural parameters. First, 
only certain operations are faster on MP-2, and those are also not in the same propor­
tion. For example, floating point operations are four to five times faster, but memory 
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operations are only twice as fast compared to MP-1. The conunnnication operations and 
auxiliary instructions leading to miscellaneous overheads are not faster at all. Secondly, 
MP-1 is a larger machine where more processors are connected to each other, thus its 
communication bandwidth is higher. 
2.3.4.3 Execution time Jind MFLOPS 
A comparison of execution times in Figure 2.8 shows that MP-2 is faster than MP-
1 for matrix multiplication and also for LU decomposition, with small size problems. 
However, there is a discrepancy between execution time and MFLOPS metrics: although 
MP-2 is faster, it achieves consistently lower MFLOPS than MP-1 (see Figure 2.9). This 
is unintuitive given that MP-2 also has an higher peak MFLOPS rate than MP-1. The 
ADD-normalized peak MFLOPS for MP-1 and MP-2 are respectively 1613 and 1969. 
To resolve the above discrepancy, a scrutiny of the MFLOPS metric will help. The 
difficulty lies in using a normalized FLOP as a unit of work across different machines 
[30, 31]. The problem is that the same work (for example the multiplication of two 
matrices of a given size) can translate into different number of normalized FLOPS on 
different machines. One solution is to consider a unit that is based on the work done by 
the algorithm. The chosen unit for work should represent the mixture of floating point 
operations done by the algorithms. For example, an addition plus a multiplication is a 
reasonable unit of work to compare performance of matrix multiplication on different 
machines. .Another solution is to establish a conversion factor of FLOPS between ma­
chines so that the number of FLOPS corresponding to a given work remains the same 
across different machines. Note that the unit of work and the conversion factor are 
specific to a given algorithm. 
The FLOPS conversion factors for the MasPar machines are given in Table 2.12. 
.As an example, for the matrix multiplication, one normalized FLOP on MasPar MP-1 
should be converted to (|^) normalized FLOPS to compare with MP-2. This is because 
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Table 2.12 Conversion factors for normalized MFLOPS 
Matrix 
Multiplication 
LU 
Decomposition 
Fast Fourier 
Transform 
MP-l MP-2 0.93 0.93 1.00 
MP-2 MP-l 1.08 1.08 1.00 
the number for normalized FLOPS for the unit of work (addition plus multiplication) 
is 2.58 on MP-2 and 2.77 on MP-l. The LU decomposition and matrix multiplication 
kernels use the same combination of floating point operations and so the conversion fac­
tor is the same in both cases. Note that, without the conversion, the MFLOP numbers 
on MP-l are inflated in case of matrix multiplication and LU decomposition. However, 
the MFLOPS metrics provides an accurate measure that is consistent with the execu­
tion times, provided an appropriate conversion factor is applied when different machines 
are compared. In case of FFT, the conversion factor is nearly one and so the MFLOP 
and the execution time comparison curves in Figure 2.8 and 2.9 are identical. In sum­
mary, based on an appropriate unit of work, a conversion factor can be established to 
compare normalized MFLOPS of two machines and such a conversion eliminates the 
inconsistencies between MFLOPS and execution timings. 
It may be non-trivial to define a unit of work in some cases. For example, the mixture 
of slow and fast floating point operations may vary with the problem size. In fact this 
happens with the FFT algorithm. In such a case, the work unit must be calibrated 
according to the problem size. In case of both the MasPar machines, although the work 
unit changes, the conversion factor turns out to be very close to one within the range of 
problem sizes that could be implemented on the machine. The details of the mixture of 
floating point operations in FFT and their timings on the MasPar machines are given 
in Table 2.3. 
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2.3.4.4 Efficiency 
The efficiency curves on MP-1 and MP-2 are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 in Section 
2.3.3.4. Note that the way we have defined efficiency, an higher overhead leads to lower 
efficiency. The overhead includes not just the communication but also the memory and 
auxiliary instructions. The efficiency values for the matrix multiplication are higher 
compared to the other two algorithms. This is because of the lower overheads. For ex­
ample, the percentile overheads for the largest size problems (the maximum size problem 
that fits in the main memory) of matrix multiplication, LU decomposition, and FFT 
were respectively 15.3%, 22.2%, 41.6% on MP-1 and 32.2%, 43.3%, 59.8% on MP-2. The 
percentile values are obtained by adding the memory, communication, and miscellaneous 
portions of the execution time given by the component-wise analysis illustrated by pie 
charts (on the right side) in Figure 2.6 and 2.7. 
Compared to MP-1, MP-2 has higher overheads and thus also the lower efficiency for 
all instances of the three algorithms. The architectural improvements in MP-2 are not 
uniform with respect to MP-1; the floating point operations are four to five times faster, 
memory accesses are only two times faster, and the communication speed is the same. 
This creates an architectural imbalance in MP-2 that is reflected by its lower efficiency. 
A nice illustration of how the load balance impacts efficiency is given by the crossover 
on MP-1 between the efficiency curves of FFT and LU decomposition. The performance 
curve for LU decomposition starts at a lower value but then it crosses the FFT curve 
(see Figure 2.4). On MP-1, the overheads for the smallest size problems were observed 
to be respectively 38.6% and 45.3% for LU decomposition and FFT. LU decomposition 
has lower overhead, but because of its lower load balance it is not a^ efficient as FFT. 
The load balance factor (LB/) is 0.8 for the smallest size of LU decomposition shown in 
Figure 2.4. On the other hand, the load balance is ideal {LBj = 1) for all problem sizes 
of FFT (ajid so also the matrix multiplication). 
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A similax crossover is not observed on MP-2 because in its case the load balance 
{LBf) for the smallest size problem is about 10% higher i.e., 0.87 as compared to 0.8 
on MP-1. On MP-2, the overheads for the smallest size problems were observed to be 
respectively 54.5% and 63.1% for LU decomposition and FFT. Given these values of the 
overheads, the slight improvement in the load balance is enough to avoid the crossover 
on MP-2. Note that for the same size of LU decomposition the load balance is better on 
MP-2 because it has fewer processors. The 2-D scattered partition of matrix was used 
for LU decomposition. With the 2-D scattered partition, it is the ratio of the matrix 
size to the processor array size that matters; the load balance improves when the ratio 
is high. 
We check the relationship between the refined version of efficiency metric ajid the 
execution time. Note that the way we have defined efficiency, for a machine M, the 
product of its peak rate (PeaAr^v/) and efficiency {Eff gives the effective work rate 
of that machine. If the machines performs W amount of work in time Tlvr, then W = 
Tm X Peak^xf x This equation shows the efficiency is proportional to performance 
because the execution time is reduced when the efficiency improves. Thus, we no longer 
have the anomaly that was discussed earlier. 
Let us now consider the use of efficiency metric to compare parallel machines. The 
following equation holds when two machines Ml ajid M2 perform the same amount of 
work W. 
Tmi EffM2 
— = K M  X  K a x  
J - M 2  t j J j M i  
The constant Km is the ratio of peak MFLOPS, i.e., PeakM2 divided by PeakMi- The 
constant Ka depends on the algorithm, it is the factor that converts the work unit 
from M2 to ML Since the work W is measured in terms of a normalized FLOP, the 
conversion factor is needed cis discussed in the previous section. The implication of the 
last equation is that if two machines are compared on the basis of efficiency then the 
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results are consistent with the execution times provided the constcints and are 
also considered. 
2.3.4.5 Scalability 
To show how speedups change with respect to the problem size and the number of 
processors, we have shown the results for IK, 4K, and 16K processors. Since MP-2 has 
only 4K processors, PM model was used for 16K MP-2. The left-hand side three plots in 
Figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 show speedups achieved by MP-1 and MP-2 for a small problem 
size, and the right-hand side three plots are for a laxge problem size. The arrows indicate 
transitions from small size problems to large size problems. 
The scalability depends on the machine and also the algorithm. In Figures 2.10, 
2.11 and 2.12, the snapshots show that the scalability curves for MP-1 are closer to the 
ideal case of linear speedups. With the increase in problem size, the scalability improves 
significantly in case of matrix multiplication and LU decomposition, but not for FFT. 
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Figure 2.10 Two snapshots for comparison of scalability of Matrix Multi­
plication 
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Note that for ideal scalability the efficiency must remain constant as the number of 
processors is increased. In all cases the efficiency drops as the number of processors is 
increased. The lower scalability of FFT indicates that its efficiency drops at an acceler­
ated rate as compared to the other two algorithms. This is because the communication 
overhead of FFT increases significantly when the number of processors is increased while 
keeping the problem size fixed. 
2.3.5 Comparison of two algorithms 
Using PM models, we study the comparison of two LU decomposition algorithms: 
non-blocked and non-blocked. The two algorithms have same number of floating oper­
ations and produce identical numerical results. To understand different performance of 
the algorithms, we identify the tradeoffs between the two algorithms with PM models. 
The parallel non-blocked and blocked algorithms perform identical floating point opera­
tions, but they have different memory read/write patterns and different communication 
patterns. The experimental results show the tradeoffs between the two algorithms and 
also helps in arriving at an optimal value of block size of the blocked algorithm. In the 
following sections, we explain the data partition used in our implemeatation and describe 
the parallel non-blocked and blocked LU decomposition to understand the structure of 
the algorithms. Next, we present the performance comparison by communication cost, 
memory read/write overhead, execution time, load balance, and efficiency. 
2.3.5.1 2-D scattered data partition 
Both algorithms use the two-dimensional scattered data partition for coefficient ma­
trices. Figure 2.13 illustrates the 2-D scattered data partition of a 4 x 4 matrix A, onto 
a 2 X 2 processor array (PE). Figure 2.14 shows the submatrix of A stored on a single 
processors (PEO). 
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Figure 2.13 2-D scattered partition of a 4 x 4 matrix on 2 x 2 PE array 
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Figure 2.14 Elements of the 4x4 matrix A on PEO 
The data partition described in this implementation enables the two parallel LU 
decomposition algorithms efficient. Parallel algorithms for LU decomposition [12, 10, 
19, 20, 22, 43, 53] use either a one-dimensional block data partition which partitions a 
matrix into row (column) submatrices or a two-dimensional block data partition which 
partitions a matrix into submatrices along the row and column directions. 
2.3.5.2 Non-blocked LU decomposition algorithm 
The non-blocked LU decomposition algorithm has seven major steps as described 
in Figure 2.15. The loop for the non-blocked algorithm illustrates for N = 16 and 
P = 4 in Figure 2.16. Each square represents a PE array (Figure 2.16 shows sixteen 
copies of a 4 X 4 PE array), and a smail square within the square represents a processor. 
Assuming A is a iV x iV square matrix, the PE axray is P x P, and N = M x P. Two 
arrays 1^ and represent the column of the L matrix and the fc"* row of the U 
matrix, respectively. A'' represents the {N — k —I) x{N — k — 1) submatrix of A where 
the upper left comer element is ajfc+i,jt+i and the lower right comer element is a,v-i,iV-i, 
and represents the row of .4. To update the submatrix A*', l*"" is broadcasted to the 
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for Ar = OtoiV—1{ 
find p such that |ap,jfc| = find the pivot row */ 
temp = r^; A interchange 
—k _p. the pivot row 
rP = temp; with the current row */ 
broadcast down; A broadcast the pivot row */ 
ak,k = 1-0/a/t.jt; A invert coefficient ak,k */ 
1*" = ak,k * A calculate and save multipliers */ 
broadcast 1*^  right; A broadcast multiplier column */ 
A'' = A'' — 1*^  * A update submatrix */ 
} 
Figure 2.15 Parallel non-blocked LU decomposition 
broadcast down 
A" 
Figure 2.16 step of non-blocked LU decomposition algorithm 
right, and is broadcasted down as shown in Figure 2.16. The update of can now 
perform locally with no communication between PEs. Fox described a similar parallel 
LU algorithm for banded matrices in [18]. 
2.3.5.3 Blocked LU decomposition algorithm 
Assuming that A  is partitioned into submatrices (each of size N B  X N B ) ,  the 
blocked LU decomposition algorithm has B steps as shown in Figure 2.17. Each loop 
N 
broadcast right 
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for A r  =  OtoB —  1 {  
n(mblocked-LUjdecomp{^Ak,k,^'' ); /* rectangular matrix decomposition */ 
= triangular system solver {A.k,ki U^)," 
= A* — matrixjmultijJ', U^); 
} 
Figure 2.17 Parallel blocked LU decomposition 
V A' 
Figure 2.18 A:"' step of blocked LU decomposition algorithm 
consists of three algorithms: (1) non-blocked LU decomposition, (2) triangular system 
solver, and (3) matrix-matrix multiplication. We briefly describe the three algorithms 
separately. Figure 2.18 illustrates the Ar"' loop for the blocked LU decomposition algo­
rithm. Let L*"' and denote the fc"' column-submatrix of L and the A:"' row-submatrix 
of U, respectively. The non-blocked LU algorithm on the rectangular matrix [Afc,jt,L''']^ 
(see Figures 2.17 and 2.18) decomposes the matrix with partial pivoting. In this step, 
entire rows of A, not rows of ^Ak,k, , axe interchanged for the partial pivoting. The 
triangular system solver updates the matrix U^". Figure 2.19 and 2.20 show the parallel 
triangular system solver used to update Let a' be the subarray of Ak,ki and let 
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for z = 0 to Nb — 1 { 
broadcast ai right; 
broadcast b,- down; 
B' = B' - a' * b'; 
} 
Figure 2.19 Parallel triangular system solver 
broadcast down 
broadcast right 
b' 
Figure 2.20 x"' step of parallel triangular system solver algorithm 
B' be the submatrix of as shown in Figure 2.20. As was done in the non-blocked 
LU decomposition, a' is broadcasted to the right, and b' is broadcasted down. Then 
B' = B' - a' * b' caji perform with no communication. The third step in the blocked 
algorithm is = A'' — matrix U*^). We use a parallel matrix-matrix multipli­
cation routine for this step. Note that the blocked algorithm is same as the non-blocked 
algorithm when B = 1. The correctness of the blocked LU decomposition algorithm is 
shown in [19]. 
2.3.5.4 Communication cost 
Interprocessor communication cost is an important factor affecting the parallel per­
formance. We analyze the communication costs for the two LU algorithms by PM 
models. The graphs in Figures 2.21 and 2.22 show the behaviors of communication 
cost of the two algorithms. The communication cost initially increases as the number 
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of blocks increases and finally levels off. Note that starting points in the graphs rep­
resent the non-blocked aJgorithm since the algorithm has only one block. The two LU 
decomposition algorithms use different communication patterns. The non-blocked LU 
decomposition eilgorithm needs communication, which is a one-to-aU broadcast along 
either a row or a column of processors, for pivoting and for broadcasting a pivot row 
and a multiplier column. The blocked decomposition aJgorithm uses nearest-neighbor 
communication in addition to the broadcast communication. We use the Caxinon's ma­
trix multiplication algorithm in the blocked LU decomposition. The Cannon's algorithm 
uses the nearest-neighbor commimication where elements are shifted from one processor 
to the next along either a row or a column with wrap-around at the end [4]. 
The following formula determines the communication time for both algorithms: 
/comm(5) = P [ ^ [ M \ - ^ m T x t - \ T x s - \ P T x , ) )  
+ -  \ T x s  +  ^ P T x p )  +  M { - ^ m T x t  -  ^T x s  -  \ P T x , ) )  
+ M^AmTxt + ATxs + PTxp) + M((2(log2 P) + |)rx, 
-F (2(P - l)m -h \p)Txr> + \rnTxt)] 
Note that when F = 1, the formula is for the non-blocked algorithm. We provide the 
detail derivation of the above formula in Appendix. 
2.3.5.5 Memory read/write overhead 
Accounting for memory read/write overhead is important of the execution time if it 
is a significajit portion. We analyze the memory read/write behaviors of the two LU de­
composition algorithms. The graphs in Figures 2.21 and 2.22 show memory read/write 
behaviors in the two algorithms. The major difference comes from the "update sub-
matrix" part in each step. .A.s we have seen earlier, in the non-blocked algorithm, the 
submatrix is updated by multiplication of the (^V — A; — l)xl array and the 
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Figure 2.22 Communication and memory read/write time comparison of 
problem size oK x oA' on 4K MP-2 (P = 64) 
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1 X ( N  — A; — 1) array u'^, and the totality of updating steps requires 0 { N ^ )  operations. 
Thus, the efficiency of the algorithm depends upon the efficient "update submatrix" in 
each step. On the other hand, matrix-matrix multiplication plays an important role in 
the blocked algorithm since is updated by the matrix-matrix multiplication x 
(see Figure 2.17). Note that the blocked algorithm makes use of matrix-matrix multi­
plication while the non-blocked algorithm uses vector-vector multiplication to update 
submatrices. 
The following formula determines the memory read/write time overhead for the two 
algorithms: 
9 7 7 7 1 rS/'-T. \ , Jl,f2/sr^ , I L  + {"^Tload) + M {oTload + -^Tstore) + M{—Tload + { q  + -p)Tstore)) 
+ + iV/(-
Likely the communication formula, this formula calculates the memory read/write time 
for the non-blocked algorithm when 8 = 1. Appendix includes the detail derivation of 
the formula. 
2.3.5.6 Analysis of totzJ execution time 
We compare the two algorithms by total execution time and normalized MFLOPS. 
The graphs in Figure 2.23 show comparison of the algorithms with three large matrix 
sizes on two MasPar machines. The blocked algorithm with the optimal block size 
outperforms the non-blocked algorithm on 4K MP-2 while the two algorithms show 
almost identical performance on 16K MP-I. Since the two algorithms have the same 
number of floating operations, the different communication cost and memory read/write 
overhead affect the total execution time on the two machines. The reduction of using the 
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Table 2.13 E.xecution time and MFLOPS 
N 
16K MP-1 4K MP-2 
execution time MFLOPS execution time MFLOPS 
non-
blocked blocked 
non-
blocked blocked 
non-
blocked blocked 
non-
blocked blocked 
1024 1.89 2.08 525 477 1.71 1.82 439 507 
2048 9.52 10.02 834 792 9.39 8.72 786 846 
3072 27.89 28.59 960 936 27.73 24.47 898 1018 
4096 60.49 60.71 1150 1046 61.10 51.97 966 1136 
5120 111.92 111.34 1108 1114 113.96 94.71 1012 1218 
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Figure 2.24 Load balance of two LU decomposition algorithms on 16K 
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blocked algorithm with the optimal block size is significant on MP-2 while it is small on 
MP-1. The right-most graphs in Figure 2.21 and 2.22 show the communication cost plus 
memory read/write overhead in the algorithms on MP-1 and MP-2, respectively. The 
graphs not only show how the the communication plus memory read/write overhead 
is different, but also are useful to determine the optimal block size for the blocked 
algorithm. Table 2.13 shows the normalized MFLOPS comparison of the two algorithms. 
2.3.5.7 Load balance and efficiency 
The load balance factor curves on MP-1 and MP-2 are shown in Figure 2.24. The 
load balance factors for the two algorithms are same on each machine since "compute 
only" steps axe considered, and the numbers of floating point operations in the two 
algorithms are same. Thus, the figxire shows only two lines for MP-1 and MP-2. .A.s 
discussed in Section 2.3.3.4, for the same size of problem, the load balance is better on 
MP-2 because it has fewer processors, i.e. it has more multiples of a PE array. Since 
the 2-D scattered partition of matrix is used, it is the ratio of the matrix size to the 
processor array size that matters; the load balance improves when the ratio is high. 
The efficiency curves are shown in Figure 2.25. In overall, the efficiency of the 
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Figure 2.25 Efficiency of two LU decomposition algorithms on 16K MP-1 
and 4K MP-2 
algorithms on 16K MP-1 is better than the efficiency on MP-2. Compared to MP-l. 
MP-2 has higher overheads and thus also the lower efficiency for aJl instances of the 
two algorithms. The architectural improvements in MP-2 are not uniform with respect 
to MP-1: the floating point operations are four to five times faster, memory read/write 
are only two times faster, and the communication speed is the same. This creates the 
lower efficiency in MP-2. The comparison of two algorithms in efficiency coincides with 
the comparison in execution time and MFLOPS in Table 2.13 since EF/{N.NB, P) is 
proportional to normalizedFLOPS{N, Nb-, P) in the definition of efficiency which 
wcis discussed earlier. 
2.3.6 Predictions for a future machine 
We illustrate how PM models can be used to make performance predictions for a 
future generation machine. For a new machine, many different alternatives may be of 
interest. For example, it may be necessary to consider impact of increasing processor 
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Table 2.14 Speedup predictions for 16K MP-2 over 4K MP-2 
4K MP-2 16K MP-2 relative 
N time (sec) time (sec) speedup 
1024 2.36 0.81 2.9 
1536 7.52 2.19 3.4 
Matrix 2048 17.34 4.83 3.6 
Multiplication 2560 33.23 9.18 3.6 
3072 56.78 15.24 3.7 
3584 89.45 23.94 3.7 
4096 132.72 35.16 3.8 
1024 1.80 0.99 1.8 
2048 9.58 3.89 2.5 
LU 3072 27.91 9.98 2.8 
Decomposition 4096 61.31 20.42 3.0 
5120 114.23 36.24 3.2 
6144 191.23 58.38 3.3 
7168 296.75 88.42 3.4 
219 0.181 0.067 2.7 
Fast 920 0.369 0.136 2.7 
Fourier 2•^l 0.755 0.275 2.7 
Transform 922 1.541 0.558 2.8 
923 3.147 1.133 2.8 
.224 6.421 2.297 2.8 
speed, improving memory access times, enhancing communication hardware, or increas­
ing the number of processors. We use PM models to predict performance when the 
number of processors is increased from 4K to 16K in a future MP-2 machine. 
The speedup predictions are given in Table 2.14. We have shown speedups obtained 
by increasing the number of processors from 4K to 16K on MP-2. Execution profiles are 
provided in Table 2.15 to give an idea of how overheads due to interprocessor commu­
nication, memory accesses, and auxiliary instructions are e.xpected to change. If Tables 
2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and Table 2.15 are compared, it is seen that overheads increase. The 
increase is most significant in case of FFT. 
It is difficult to check validity of future predictions, but it may be possible to check 
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Table 2.15 Prediction of execution profiles on 16K MP-2 
N comp % comm % memory % misc % 
Matrix 
Multiplication 
1024 43.2 6.5 25.9 24.4 
1536 54.1 5.4 26.3 14.2 
2048 58.3 4.3 25.3 12.1 
2560 59.8 3.6 25.2 11.4 
3072 62.3 3.1 23.2 11.4 
3584 62.9 2.7 23.1 11.3 
4096 64.0 2.4 22.4 11.2 
LU 
Decomposition 
1024 20.7 31.3 18.6 29.4 
2048 31.7 27.6 18.8 21.9 
3072 37.9 22.9 21.4 17.8 
4096 42.0 19.3 23.3 15.4 
5120 45.2 16.8 24.0 14.0 
6144 47.3 14.8 24.9 13.0 
7168 49.0 ^ 13.2 25.6 L 12.2 
Fast 
Fourier 
Transform 
919 24.9 66.1 1.4 7.6 
2^0 25.6 65.1 1.6 7.7 
2^1 26.2 64.2 1.7 7.9 
22-2 26.8 63.4 1.8 8.0 
923 27.4 62.4 2.0 8.2 
2*24 28.0 61.6 2.1 8.3 
validity of the approach. To check validity of the approach, hypothetical predictions 
were made for 16K processor MP-1, and they were checked using the real machine. 
A. couple of things are worth mentioning about the validation. The memory overlap 
ratio depends on the local size of problem, and we verified that it is fairly accurate 
to extrapolate the overlap ratio on that basis. The regression formulas for predicting 
miscellaneous overheads were developed using test cases on IK and 4K processors on 
MP-1, and their validity was checked on 16K processors. 
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3 PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF HYDROSTATIC 
VERSION OF MM5 
3.1 Mesoscale Model 
MM5 is a mesoscale meteorological model based oa the finite difference formulations 
for the time-dependent Navier Stokes equations. It includes simulations of clouds, ra­
diation, and moist convection in rectangular three-dimensional regions representing the 
atmosphere [25]. The original sequential MM5 was developed at Penn State University 
and the National Center for .A.tmospheric Research. 
MM5 offers two different versions: hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic. The hydrostatic 
version solves for the vertical velocity by use of the incompressible continuity equation 
rather than a prognostic equation. Another approximation used by the hydrostatic 
version is a calculation of pressure directly from the temperature field rather than from 
a Poisson equation. These two approximations allow the hydrostatic version to run 
faster, but with some sacrifice of accuracy for horizontal grid spacing below 5 km. For 
grids with spacing lajger than 20 km the two versions give essentially identical results. 
Another distinct difference between the two versions is that splitting method for the fast 
waves from the numerical solution is explicitly implemented in the hydrostatic version. 
Since numerical stability of the hydrostatic equations is severely limited by the speed 
of external gravity waves and the fast moving gravity waves are a small fraction of the 
total energy, the split-explicit method is required in the hydrostatic version. 
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In the hydrostatic version, the vertical <T-coordinate is defined in terms of pressure: 
<T = P - P t  
P s - P t  
where p, and pt are the surface and top pressures, respectively, of the model, and pt is 
a constant. 
The major model equations are: 
Horizontal Momentum 
dp'u 
dt 
= —m 
— m p  
dp'uu/m dp'vu/m 
(T dp' ^ d(i) 
dy 
dp'ua 
da 
p dx dx 
_ ^2 
-w -
— m p  
dp'uu/m ^ dp'vu/m 
+  p ' f v  +  
dp'ua 
dx 
a dp' dcf) 
p dy dy 
dy da 
+ p' fu + Z}„, 
Temperature 
dp'T 
dt 
= —m 
dp'uT/m ^ dp'vT/m 
dx dy 
dp'T a 
da 
UJ Q 
+p' hp' h Dt^, 
PCp Cp 
where D: The vertical and horizontal diffusion terms and vertical mixing ratio 
due to the planetary boundary layer or dry convective adjustment. 
Cpi The heat capacity for moist air at constant pressure 
(= CpdCl + O.S^v), where qy is the mixing ratio for water vapor 
and q}d is the heat capacity for dry air. 
Surface Pressure 
dp' 
dt 
= —m 
dp'u/m ^ dp'v/m 
dx dy 
dp'a 
~d7' 
where p' = pa — pt 
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3.2 Parallelization of MM5 
The paxallel implementation of MM5 uses the RSL [48] which is a portable library for 
finite-difference climate models with nesting. In this section, we describe parallelization 
of MM5 with the RSL. 
3.2.1 Related work 
Several other meteorological models have been parallelized for distributed mem­
ory parallel computers [3, 21, 32, 35, 49]. For efficiency, most parallel models use 2-
dimensional horizontal data decomposition to distribute computations into processors. 
Michalakes and others at Argonne National Laboratory implemented the non-hydro-
static version of MPMM (Massively Parallel Mesoscale Model) [48]. They developed 
the RSL (Runtime System Library) for the communication interface and index trans­
formation to parallelize MPMM. The hydrostatic version of MM5 has several common 
functions with the non-hydrostatic version of MM5. The non-hydrostatic version of par­
allel MM5 shows similar speedups to our implementation since both parallel models uses 
the RSL and thus, they are parallelized in similar way. 
The CSMF (Climate System Modeling Framework) is a part of a comprehensive cli­
mate system which is being developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. It 
is designed to schedule and couple multiple physics simulation packages with the hydro­
dynamics [3]. CSMF includes atmospheric and oceanic general circulation models. The 
experimental results show less than 50% of the ideal speedup using up to 90 processors 
on several distributed parallel computers including Intel Paragon. 
The IFS (Integrated Forecasting System) is the central medium-range weather fore­
casting code used in Europe [21]. The P.A.RMACS message-passing interface is selected. 
The performance results are given using small number of processors which is either 4 
processors or 7 processors on IBM SPl for very small time steps. The results show about 
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6 times speedup from 7 processors on IBM SPl. 
Huntsberger and others developed a model and a distributed dgorithm for 2-D cli­
mate modeling based on the coupled atmosphere/ocean system [32]. Whereas MM5 has 
a load imbalance problem from spatial physics simulations, this model has a load im­
balance problem from the solution of the wind-speed equations. .A.fter solving the load 
imbalance problem, the experimental results show good load balance percentage (higher 
than 95%) over different numbers of processors. 
Johnson and others parallelized the ARPS (Advanced Regional Prediction System), 
a limited-area non-hydrostatic mesoscale model, for a cluster of IBM RS/6000 [35]. The 
message passing mechanism is adapted from the PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) library. 
They discuss different ways of domain decomposition to achieve higher efficiency. Using 
2-D horizontal data decomposition, the parallel .A.RPS shows about 25% of the ideal 
speedup using 16 processors. 
3.2.2 Data mapping 
The parallel version of MM5 maps the three dimensional domain onto a two dimen­
sional array of processors so that the computations in a column of nodes are assigned 
to a single processor as shown in Figure 3.1. Johnson and others concluded that this 
decomposition gives the best efficiency [35]. 
3.2.3 RSL (Runtime System and Library) 
The RSL provides mainly two mechanisms for parallelization of finite difference cli­
mate models: communication interface and index transformation. See [48] and [49] for 
the details about RSL. 
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of computations in the parallel implementation of 
MM5 
3.2.3.1 Communication interface 
The RSL is a portable library that provides high-level routines for communication 
interface on a wide range of distributed parallel memory computer such as IBM SPl 
and SP2, Cray T3D. and Intel Paragon. Since the RSL can be implemented on top 
of message-passing libraries such as MPL and PICL. this library provides programmers 
with convenient programming for communication interface in a machine-independent 
manner. The library handles all details of the underlying message passing such as buffer 
allocation, copying, routing, and asynchronous communication. The RSL manages rou­
tines for decomposition of multiple nested domains and for specifying the communication 
to exchange data both within each domain and between domains. In the RSL, intra-
domain and inter-domain communications for nested domains are defined as stencils and 
broadcast/merge, respectively. Since the communication in the parallel MMo occurs at 
well-defined points and the patterns of data movement at each communication point are 
known in advance, we defined communication patterns and synchronization points stat­
ically from the original source code and used the high-level RSL function calls wherever 
communication was needed at runtime. 
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do i . , j ,  aad k 
•addo 
call solvalO 
do k 
•oddo 
do i and j 
indax cranafozm 
call aolvalO 
•nddo 
main 
soivel 
RSL 
soivel 
main 
Figure 3.2 RSL index transformation 
3.2.3.2 Index transformation for parallelism 
The RSL removes iteration over global horizontal indices from the original sequential 
program and provides the local horizontal indices at runtime. The MM5 code contains 
the time loops within all variables are recalculated for each grid points, and the sub­
routine soivel contains both horizontal and vertical indices. Figure 3.2 shows the RSL 
inde.x transformation that separated the vertical loop. We will explain the details later 
in Section 3.5. 
Since the RSL keeps both of global and local horizontal indices, the parallel program 
does not include the local index transformation from the global index. Note that there 
exist vertical loops because we use the horizontal two-dimensional data mapping. 
3.2.4 Pzirallelization steps 
Figure 3.3 describes the outline of parallelization of MM5 with the RSL. The main 
parallelization is described in the two boxes with bold lines: restructuring the original 
sequential code for using the RSL interface, and defining communication points and 
synchronization points. This approach of using the RSL can be used in parallelizing 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of parallelization steps for transform­
ing the sequential MM5 to the parallel MM5. 
other sequential finite difference method (FDM) codes. 
The task is divided into four steps as follows: 
Step 1: Identify communication. Data dependency analysis of the original code 
determines the synchronization points and communication patterns based on the 
FDM algorithm. In the following example, b must be communicated from four 
different horizontal neighbors before calculating the function f. 
a ( i , j )  =  f .  b ( i - l , j ) ,  b ( i , j - l ) ,  b ( i + l , j ) )  
Thus, we determine the communication pattern of b  and a synchronization point 
before this program statement. This horizontal data dependency results in inter-
processor communication between neighboring processors in the mesh configura­
tion since the computations at each grid point require data from other grid points 
that are one or two units away. 
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Step 2: Collapse communication synchronization points. The MM5 code origi­
nally had hundreds of synchronization points requiring communication. However, 
mciximum eflSciency requires that the number of synchronization points be as small 
as possible. The example below shows how they can be collapsed. This example 
has two synchronization points: between statements 2 and 3 where a needs to be 
exchanged, and between statements 4 and 5 where b needs to be exchanged. These 
two synchronization points c«m be collapsed into one point by exchanging both a 
and b between statements 2 and 3. 
1 a(i,j) = CI 
2 b(i, j) = C2 
3 c(i,j) = f(a(i+l,j+l)) 
4 d(i,j) = C3 
5 e(i,j) = g(b(i+l,j+l)) 
This step is essential to increase communication throughput for obtaining an ef­
ficient parallel code. The entire time marching routine (solvel) in our parallel 
implementation of MM5 contains only two synchronization points. 
Step 3: Restructure the original code. Since the RSL keeps the horizontal loop 
and provides a routine with both global and local horizontal indices at runtime, 
all loops over the horizontal indices are removed from the original code. However, 
since the RSL calls a routine for each i and j point in the domain, the routine 
requires conditional statements for checking boundary grid points. In the following 
example, the do-loop over the horizontal indices are replaced with conditional 
statements. 
do i = 2, imax-1 
do j =2, jmax-l 
b(i,j) = f(a(i+l,j+1), a(i-l,j-l)) 
enddo 
enddo 
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becomes 
if ((ig.gt.2) .and. (ig.lt.(imax-1))) 
if ( (jg.gt.2) .and. (jg.lt. (jmax-1) )) 
b ( i , j )  =  f ( a ( i + l , j + l ) ,  a ( i - l , j - l ) )  
endif 
endif 
In the conditional statements, ig and jg are global indices. Note that the body 
statements use the local indices to access data from local memory at each processor. 
Step 4: Build a pcirallel driver to use RSL. The parallel driver defines synchro­
nization points and communication patterns and calls the RSL routine to use the 
restructured parallel codes obtained in the previous step. 
3.2.5 Program structure of the parallel MM5 
Figure 3.4 describes time stepping procedure for the parallel MMo. Subroutine 
solvel is divided into two entries (solvela and solvelb) since it has two synchro­
nization points. Data need to be exchanged in two places: before solvela and before 
solvelb. .A.s discussed in Section 3.1, the split function is independent of solvel since 
it is e.xplicitly given in the hydrostatic version of MM5. Note that the parallel driver 
described in step 4 of Section 3.2.4 is based on the program structure shown in Figure 
3.4. 
3.3 Validation 
The parallel code Wcis tested to show that its output closely matched the output of 
the originai sequential code. The objective of this validation study is to ensure that the 
parallelization does not adversely alFect the accuracy. 
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3.3.1 Absolute error 
The sequential code is considered the staxidaxd, and differences between calculated 
values from the parallel and sequential codes are defined cis errors. The approximate 
error is the mean of the absolute values of the errors. 
^ |i — x| 
Mean of absolute error = 
n 
where x: Output from the parallel model 
x: Output from the sequential model 
n; Number of grid points 
3.3.2 Validation of the parallel hydrostatic MM5 
Validation was performed on two different grid sizes, 32x32x23 and 64x64x23, 
by comparing meteorologically important field data such eis east-west wind velocity, 
temperature, pressure, and mixing ratio for warer vapor. The two different grid sizes on 
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the same domain show how different resolution Jiffects on the accuracy. The test domain 
is from the 'Great Flood' of 1993 in the US Midwest (9 July 1993), and we used 64 
processors on IBM SPl. 
Figure 3.5 shows the approximate errors of the east-west wind velocity field (u) 
and Figure 3.6 shows the approximately errors of the temperature {T) field. Figures 
3.7 and 3.8 show the approximate errors of surface pressure (p,) and mixing ratio for 
water vapor {qv)-, respectively, u, T, and are three-dimensional data fields and p, 
is a two-dimensional data field. The approximate errors in the figures show that the 
differences between the two models is less than measurement uncertainties in establishing 
initial conditions. The discrepancy is mainly due to optimization techniques in parallel 
processing. For example, values in the u field are divided by MSFD (map-scale factor 
at dot-points) before communication in the parallel code to reduce the communication 
cost whereas in the sequential model u values are divided by MSFD at the time u 
equation is solved. 
3.4 Performance Analysis 
3.4.1 Execution time 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show execution time on a 32x.32x23 grid and a 64x64x23 
grid, respectively, for a 24-h simulation on different number of processors. Execution 
time excludes the file I/O and message displaying time. We run the sequential model 
on one processor of the IBM SPl which is a RS/6000 workstation. The results from 
the parallel model show good speedups over the sequential model. In Figure 3.9, for 
instance, the parallel model on 64 processor IBM SPl reduces 46 minute CPU time 
using the sequential hydrostatic MM5 into less than 2 minute CPU time for a 24-h 
simulation with 23,552 grid points (.32x32x23). Figure 3.10 shows that the parallel 
model on 64 processor IBM SPl reduces 5 hour CPU time using the sequential into 7 
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minute CPU time for a 24-h simulation with 94,208 grid points (64x64x23). 
Figure 3.11 compares the speedups from different numbers of processors with the 
ideal speedup which is same as the number of processors and the maximmn speedup 
we caji achieve from running processors in parallel. The larger domain produces better 
speedup because it has smaller communication overhead and higher load balance among 
processors as we will show in the next section. 
3.4.2 Communication overhead 
The pajallel model hcis inter-processor communication overhead not present in the 
sequential model. We measure the communication overhead in each time step to show 
the percentage of the communication overhead as the part of the execution time. For 
the measurement, we only consider the entire time-marching routine (solvel) since it is 
a dominajit routine for the dynamics and physics computations in each time step. Table 
3.1 shows the communication overhead in percentage for the two different domains. The 
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Figure 3.11 Speedups on different number of processors 
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communicatioa overhead is less than 10%. The larger size of domain (64x64x23) has 
lower relative communication overhead since the conmiunication amount is increased by 
a factor of 2 over that for the smaller domain (32x32x23) while the computation time 
increased by a factor of 4. By the same reason, smaller numbers of processors have lower 
communication overhead than larger numbers of processors. 
Table 3.1 Communication overhead (%) 
Number of processors 2x2 4x4 8x8 
32x32x23 4.00 6.37 8.52 
64x64x23 3.08 4.24 7.47 
3.4.3 Analysis of load imbalance 
3.4.3.1 Overall load balance 
Computations in MMo can be classified either as related to dynamics or physics. 
Dynamics includes the basic Navier Stokes equations and equations for conservation 
of mass and conservation of energy. Subroutines for parameterizing convective pre­
cipitation, radiation and boundary layer processes are considered physics. While the 
dynamics computations are uniformly spreaded across processors at all time steps, the 
physics computations show significant spatial and temporal variations in the computa­
tional load per grid column depending upon meteorological conditions in that column. 
We analyze the overall load imbalance to show the utilization of the processors by the 
following definition. 
T  
r I t I JTXCdTi Load balance = — 
^ max 
where Tmean- Average execution time over all processors 
Tmax '• Execution time of the processor having most cailculations 
in each synchronization point 
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A load balance of 1.0 means all processors taJve exactly the same amoimt of time, 
whereas a load balance much less thzin 1.0 means many processors idle while waiting 
for the busiest processor to finish. Figure 3.12 compares the load balance of the parallel 
MM5 using two different domain sizes. Load balance declines as numbers of processors 
increases since the probability increases that some processors will be idle and others 
acquire heavier computational load between synchronization points. 
3.4.3.2 Load distribution map 
Load distribution maps of processors can be used to relate load imbalance to the 
physics computations and thereby to the areas meteorological conditions being simu­
lated. Figure 3.13 compares the maps with the rainfall maps obtained from the parallel 
model. We use a 64x64x23 domain on 4x4 processors and 8x8 processors. The load 
balance percentages are averaged over 160 time steps (3 simulation h). Precipitation is 
one of physics computations causing load imbalajice, so rainfall regions define processors 
4 x 4  
Number of processors 
Figure 3.12 Overall load balance of the parallel MMo on two difference 
domains 
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Rainfall map 
3-8 h m&fiyi (bsb) taif 9 1993 4x4 processors 8x8 processors 
9-12 b ntafaU (osa) iuljr 9 1993 
L6—IB h mnfaD (ram) litljr 9 1993 
ai->e4 h mlafaB (aa) JUlr9 1993 
LB: 0.91 
LB: 0.89 
LB: 0.88 
3-6h 
LB: 0.84 
9-12h 
LB: 0.84 
15-18h 
LB: 0.81 
21-24h 
LB: 0.89 LB: 0.81 
Overall Load Balance: 0.89 Overall Load Balance: 0.82 
Figure 3.13 Load-distribution maps for the 64x64x23 domain 
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that will be required to perform larger numbers of computations. Darker processors indi­
cates relatively more computations than light processors. In the figure, the rainfall areas 
in the leftmost column match with the darker processors in the load distribution maps 
suggesting that load imbalance does follow the meteorological conditions. Load distri­
bution maps using 8x8 processors show more detailed comparison between processors 
than load distribution maps using 4x4 processors. 
3.5 Improvement of RSL 
We have redesigned the RSL with following objectives: (1) to enhance performance 
of the parallel code and (2) to provide a close relationship between the parallel code 
and origincd sequential code that will help future versions of the sequential code. In this 
section, we explain the problems caused by the current RSL and present improvement 
of the library with the experimental results. 
3,5.1 Current RSL 
As we have seen earlier in Section 3.2.3, the RSL has mainly two objectives for 
parallelization: communication interface and index transformation. To provide inde.x 
transformation, the RSL hides the horizontal loops from the parallel codes and provides 
parallel codes with local axid global indices at runtime. This mechanism causes ineffi­
ciency of performcince as well as difficulty of understanding the programming structure. 
To use the RSL, a main routine calls a RSL routine instead of calling a solving 
function. Then, the RSL routine calls the solving function for the same nvmiber of times 
as the number of loops in the original program. In Figure 3.14, after called by main, 
rsl_compute_cells calls solvel for imaxx jmax times. Whereas the parallel code does 
not require to keep track of the horizontal loczil and global indices, the RSL creates the 
following problems: 
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• Calling overhead 
Since the function (solvelO in the example) is called many times instead of once 
by the RSL routine, this generates calling overhead. 
• Low utilization of cache memory 
The utilization of the cache memory is low because the function is called many 
times instead of using a loop within the function. 
• Creating logical synchronization points 
In order to use the RSL, a code section between two successive synchronization 
points is allowed to keep only one horizontal loop with i and j. Therefore, if 
there exists a data dependency across horizontal loops, the code section has to be 
separated into two sections by inserting a logical synchronization point. This often 
results in inefficiency because it causes load imbalcince. 
• Difficulty of understanding the parallel code 
The program structure of the parallel solvelO is not same cis the one of the 
sequential solvelO since there no longer exist horizontal loops. This causes 
difficulty of understanding and also maintaining the parallel code. 
3.5.2 Improvement 
We provide the way of improvement of the RSL by solving the problems which was 
addressed in the previous section. The idea is to make the RSL routine keep the index 
information and call the solving function once instead of many times. Figure 3.15 shows 
an example of using the improved RSL. Initially the RSL builds the index table for the 
local and global indices. We implement the function rsl_compute_index to do it. Once 
the table is built, a parallel code can use the inde.x table whenever it needs the index 
transformation since the table is fi.xed over all time steps. Using this way, a parallel 
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code keeps the horizontal loops within the code like the sequential code maintaining the 
original RSL scheme. Since the paxallel code has the same loop structure as the original 
sequential code, it is easy to imderstand the parallel code as well as maintain the parallel 
code for future versions. One code section caji also contain several horizontal loops with 
the improved RSL. 
Table 3.2 shows execution time and speedup percentage from the improvement of the 
RSL using the 64x64x23 domain for 6-h simulation. The reduced execution time from 
the code using the improved RSL becomes larger as the nimiber of processors decrezises. 
This is because the local domain size on each processor becomes larger and therefore 
more function calls can be saved cis the number of processors decreases. In our ninning 
of the parallel MM5 using the 64x64x23 domain, the local domain size is 8x8x23 when 
8x8 processors aje used whereas the local domain size is 32x32x23 when 2x2 processors 
are used. Thus, in the code using the current RSL the function (solvelO) is called 8x8 
times when 8x8 processors are used whereas the fimction is called 32x32 times when 
2x2 processors axe used. 
Other experimental results show the load balance percentage was improved 1% to 
2%. The load balance improvement is small since the portion of execution time between 
logical synchronization points, which we eliminate in the new RSL, is small (less than 
0% of e.xecution time) in each time step in the parallel MM5 code. We expect that there 
will be significant improvement of load balance if the execution time portion is large. 
Table 3.2 Execution time (sec) and speedup from the improvement of RSL 
using the 64x64x23 domain for 6-h simulation 
Number of processors 2x2 ^ 4x4 8x8 
Original 1,223 328 107 
Improved 1,170 314 102 
Speedup 4.3 % 4.5 % 4.6 % 
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program main program main 
do over time steps do over time steps 
call solvelO call rsl_compute_cells(solvei) 
enddo enddo 
stop stop 
end end 
subroutine rsl_compute_cells(f) 
subroutine solvelO integer i.j.igJg 
! i amd j: local indices 
do i = 2, IMAX-1 ! ig and ig: global indices 
do j = 2, JMAX-1 
do i = 1, imax 
enddo do j = 1, jmax 
enddo index transformation 
call f(i,j,ig,jg) 
return enddo 
end enddo 
return 
end 
subroutine solvel(i,j,ig,jg) 
if ( (ig.gt.2.and.ig.lt. (IMAX-1) ) 
.and. (jg.gt.2.and. jg.lt. (JMAX-1))) 
endif 
return 
end 
(Original sequential code) (Parallel code) 
Figure 3.14 Example of using the RSL interface 
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program main 
call rsl_compute_index() 
do over time steps 
call solvelO 
enddo 
stop 
end 
subroutine rsl_computeJ.ndex() 
do i = 1, imax 
do j =1, jmax 
index transformation 
iindex(i) = ig 
jindex(j) = jg 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
end 
subroutine solvelO 
do i = 1, imaix 
do j = 1, jmax 
ig = iindex(i) 
jg = jindex(j) 
if ((ig.gt.2.and.ig.lt.(IMAX-l)) 
.£ind.(jg.gt.2.zind, jg.lt. (JMAX-1))) 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
end 
Figure 3.15 Example of using the improved RSL interface 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
This reseaxch has two parts: "Parametric micro-level performance models" and "Par­
allel implementation of the hydrostatic version of MM5". We present conclusions of the 
two studies in the following sections. 
4.1 Parametric Micro-level Performance Models 
We present pragmatic models for analyzing and predicting performance of parallel 
algorithms on a class of parallel machines. These models, called PM models, are based 
on a parametric and micro-level approach to modeling. Software developers can use such 
models for ajialyzing and improving the performance of parallel programs. Hardware 
designers can use the models to understand implications of changing processor, commu­
nication, and memory parameters in order to design a cost-effective and well balanced 
parallel machine. The research discusses various zispects of PM models and demonstrates 
the utility of these models through concrete examples. 
We address important issues that come up in comparing performance of parallel ma­
chines and parallel algorithms in our case study. These issues are illustrated by concrete 
examples based on an experimental study of MasPar MP-I and MP-2 machines. A 
component-wise analysis using PM models is used to obtain a detailed profile of the 
execution time in terms floating point computation, interprocess communication, mem­
ory accesses, and auxiliary instructions. In the comparison of two LU decomposition 
algorithms. PM models help us determine the optimal block size for the blocked algo­
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rithm by providing the minimal value of the memory read/write overhead reduction plus 
communication cost. 
While this study is useful for both SIMD and MIMD machines, there is an importajit 
aspect of this study that needs further work on MIMD machines. An interesting question 
for future work is how to do a component-wise analysis of the execution time on a MIMD 
machine. The idea of PM models could be extended to study not just the computation 
kernels but entire application programs. Automation is desirable to deal with complexity 
of large application programs. One could carry further the existing compiler technology 
to scan programs in order to develop the precise analytical formulas needed in the micro-
level models. So far, we have done the scanning by hand and found that it is prone to 
human errors that can be avoided by automation. Another area for automation is the 
modifications of assembly programs in order to measure timings for different parts of 
the program. 
4.2 Parallel Implementation of Hydrostatic Version of MM5 
We described the parallel implementation of hydrostatic version of mesoscale meteo­
rological model MM5 for distributed memory parallel computers. For the best efficiency, 
the parallelization of MM5 uses 2-D horizontal data decomposition with fi.xed number 
of vertical levels. The RSL supports parallelization of MM5 in a machine independent 
manner on top of message-passing libraries. We have validated the parallel MM5 by 
comparing it to the sequential code using field data. To show the efficiency of parallel 
hydrostatic MM5, we have presented performance analysis. Finally, we have presented 
the improved RSL for better performance. 
Our parallel hydrostatic version of MM5 runs efficiently. The performance analysis 
explains why it is efficient. First, the parallel model shows good speedups. For instance, 
the experimental results, for a discretization with 94,2.38 grid cells, show that the parallel 
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model runs a 8x8 processor axray of IBM SPl about 45 times faster than the sequential 
model. Second, the parallel model heis low inter-processor communication overhead and 
good load balance. In our experiments, the communication overhead is less than 9% in 
all cases ajid the load balance is in majority of the cases higher than 80%. The load 
distribution maps reveal that the computation for physics simulations causes the load 
imbalance problem. The load imbalance problem in the parallel hydrostatic version of 
MMo, however, is not significant even in cases of field data with extreme amounts of 
precipitation. 
The parallelization of MM5 described in this thesis is applicable to a large class of 
similar FDM models. We have explained in detail the parallelization steps. These steps 
would be useful in the parallelization of other FDM codes for atmospheric modeling. 
As future research, a tool for automatic parallelization is desirable. In our parallel 
implementation, analyzing the data dependencies, finding the synchronization points 
and discovering the communication patterns are the tasks done manually. These tasks 
take long time and are error-prone, especially for when dealing with huge applications 
like MM5. 
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APPENDIX ANALYTICAL FORMULAS FOR 
ALGORITHMS 
Cannon's Matrix Multiplication: C = Ax B 
• Theoretical time in each step (assmning that .4 and B cire pre-skewed) 
N X N: matrix size 
P X P : PE array size 
M : N/P 
. word size in bits 
communication channel bandxi/idth in bits 
L : the maximum number of messages that can be pipelined 
together 
1. Dot product calculation of a row of A and a column of B 
P{M{2Tload + Tmult + Tadd) + Tload + Tstore) 
— 'ITioad are for both of A and B. 
2. Shift the .4 matrix to West 
M^'PiTioad + mTxt + Tstore) + \MyL]PTxs 
3. Shift the B matrix to North 
M^P[Tioad + mTxt + Tstore) + 
Note : For the shift conununication on MasPar, xnet [l] is used. 
Computation time 
fcomp ~ PM^{Tmult + Tadd) 
Communication time 
fcoram = 2M''PmTxt + '2\ / L\PTxs 
Memory access time 
fmem = P[2M^Tt^d + M^ZTload + ^ Ztore)] 
Total time 
fexec ~ fcomp "t" fcomm "t" fmem 
= P[iV/^(Tmu/t + Tadd + 2Tload) + M^{2mTxt + ^ Tload + ^ Tuore) 
+ 2\M^IL-\Txs\ 
- If L = 1: 
/exec = P[^i^{Tmu.lt + Tadd + 2Tioad) 
+ ^^^{2{Txs + rnTxt) + 3T/oarf + ST^tore)] 
- If Z. > 
fexec = P[^t^{TmiiU + Tadd + 2Tload) + M^{2mTxt + iTload + ^ Tstore) 
+ 2Txs] 
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LU Decomposition (Nonblocked) 
• Theoretical time in each step 
iV X N: matrix size 
P X P : PE array size 
M : N/P 
^ . word size in bits 
communication channel bandwidth tn bits 
L : the maximum number of messages that can be pipelined 
together 
1. Find pivot (local - sequential comparison) 
( P{Tload + Temp + Tneg + Temp) 
\i=M J 
= + r„.,) 
— The ') term shows that the problem size becomes smaller. 
— The [Temp + Tneg) term is for calculating the absolute value. 
2. Find pivot (global - logarithmic comparison) 
^'((log2 P){Tx3 + Tamp) + {P - l)mTxp) 
+ N{{\og^P)Txs + {P-l)mTxp) 
= 2iV((log2 P)Tx. + (P - l)mTxp) + yV((log2 P)Temp) 
— The iV((log2 P)Txs + (P — l)mTxp) term is for exchanging the location 
of the maximal element. 
— On MasPax, Xnetp M, a pipelined communication, is used for the above 
communication. 
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3. Interchajige the pivot row with the current row and broadczist 
2M''P{Tioad + T,tor. + mTxt) + 2\M/L-\MP{Tx. + jTxp) 
+ f E ^ P{TioaMtore+mTxt) + f E \i/L-^P{Tx,+PTxp) 
\i=M J \i=M / 
= 2NM{Tioad + Tstore + mTxt) + 2NlM/L]{Txs + jTxp) 
+ + Ztor. + mTxt) +(e PiTxs + PTxp) 
\i=M / 
— The (zUfi) PTstore term is to store the part of the pivot array for later 
caiculation. 
— On MasPar, Xnetp [cQ and Xnetc [cQ are used for (1) and (2) respectively. 
4. Coefficient inversion 
NTii, 
5. Save inverted coefficient 
MTjtore 
6. Calculate and broadcast multiplier 
Tstore + Tmuit + mTxt) 
\ i=M )  
+ {'t\im]pi.Tx.^'PTx,) 
\ i=M J 
= " P(rw + T„„, + + mTx,) 
+ (j:,\ilL-\\p(Tx. + PTx,) 
\ i=M J 
— On MasPar, Xnetc [cO is used for the above communication. 
7. Update submatrix 
( E P("^load + Tstore + Tjnult + Tadd) 
\i=\f ) 
= P{2Tload + Tstore + Tmult + T^dd) 
0 
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The multipliers are kept in a register so that a Tioad is saved. 
Computation time 
P(2r^, + T^,) + .VClog; P)T^, + NTa, 
= P[M^{—Tadd + -^Trauu) + + T'mu/f + ^cmp + ^^neg) 
+ M(((log2P) + l)re„p + nTneg + Tdiv + c^add + ^ Tmult)] 
Communication time 
fcomm = 2iV((log2 P){Tx. + (P - l)mTxp) 
+ 2NMmTxt + 2N\M/L] (T^, + yT^p) 
+ PmTxt + ( E \i/L]) P{Txs + PTxp) 
\i=M J 
+ + (e fi/il) P(Tx. + PTx,) 
\i=M J 
= P[il\fmTx, + M(2(logj P)Tx, + 2( P - 1 )mTx, + mTx,) 
+ IMlM/LUTx, + ^ Tx,) + 2 f ^  f./ll") (Tx. + PTx,)\ 
\i=M / 
Memory access time 
fmem = PTload + 2NM{Tload + Ztore) + + Zior 
+ MZtore + /^Tw + ^''PT.tore 
, M(iV/ + l)(2iV/ + l)„,^^ , , M(M + 1)(2M + 1)„^ 
+ c r\^iload)-\ 2 store D D 
= P[M^{^Tload + "^Tatore) + M^i'^Tload + —Tstore) 
+ M{^Tload + {l + -)Tstore)] D  O P  
Total time 
fexec ~ fcomp "1" fcomm 4" fmem 
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= P[M^{-Tadd + -TmuU + ^ Tload + -^Tstore) 
+ l^'^add + TmuU + Temp + T^Tjieg + ZvuTxt + "^Tload + -^Tstore) 
+ M(((log2 P) + l)T',„.p + cyTneg + Tdiv + 'o^a.dd + ^TmuU 
+ 2{\og^P)Txs + 2{P -l)mTxp + mTxt 
+ -^Tload + (fi )Tstore) 
o op 
+ 2M\Mli\(Tx. + ^ Txp) + 2 (E r-yil) iTx. + PTx,)] 
- If £= 1: 
fexec — fcomp fcomm fmem 
= P[M^{—Tadd + -^TmuU + ^Tload + -^Tstore) 
+ M^{ —Tadd + TmuU + Temp + "^Tneg + ^ Txs + 2PTxp + ^ 'mTxt 
9 7 
+ "^Tload + "^Tstore) 
+ iV/(((log2 P) + ^ )Tcmp + -^Tneg + Tdiv + "^Tadd + ^ TmuU 
1 DO 
+ (2(log2 P) + l)rA-. + {2{P - l)m + P)Txp + mTxt 
+ -^Tload {-X-\ )75fore)] D  O P  
- \ { L >  M :  
fexec — fcomp "I" fcomm H~ fmem 
= P[M^{-Tadd + -^TmuU + ^Tload + -^Tstore) 
+ M^{—Tadd + TmuU + Temp + T^Tneg + ^TuTxt + "^Tload + —Tstore) 
+ M(((log2 P) + VfTemp + "^Tneg + Tuy + "^add + ^ TmuU 
+ (2(log2 P) + A)Txs + {2{P - l)m + 3P)Txp + mTxt 
+ -^Ttoad + {^-i )75fore)] 
D  O P  
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Fast Fourier Transform 
• Theoretical time in each step 
N : number of elements 
P X P: PE axray size 
M : iV/p2 
^ . word size in bits 
communication channel bandwidth m bits 
L : the maximum aumber of messages that can be pipelined 
together 
1. Calculate initial twiddle factors 
{M/2){Tt^ddle' +mtore) 
2. Perform logj M in-memory stages 
(M/2)(log2 M)[S{Tadd + Tmult) + ^ {Tload + Tsjore)] 
3. Perform logj P^ communication stages 
(iV//2)[8 log2 P'{Tadd + Tmult) + ^ Tload + '^Tstore 
+ ^mPTxt] + rM/Ll4(log2 P)Txs 
— On MasPar, Xnet [cC is used for the communication. 
• Computation time 
fcomp = {M/2)[TtuAddle + S{\og2 ^)iTadd + Tmult)] 
• Communication time 
fcomm = {M/2)SmPTxt + lM/L]4{log2P)Tx, 
initial twiddle factor calculation (9540 cycles on MP-1, 2845 cycles on MP-2) 
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• Memory access time 
fmem = {M/2)[6{Tload + Tatore) + ^ i^0g2 ^)iTload + Tgtore)] 
• Total time 
fexec ~ fcomp "1" fcomm "f" fmem 
= {Ml2)\Ttruiddle + 8(log2 N){Tadd + Tmult) + SmPTxt 
+ ^{Tload + Tstore) + ^ (logj M){Tload + Tatore)] 
+ \M/L]4{\os2P)Txs 
- If £ = 1: 
fexec — {MI2)[Ttwiddle + 8(log2 N){Tadd + Tmult) 
+ 8((Iog2 P)Tx3 + mPTxt) 
+ ^{Tload + Tatore) + 6(log2 M){Tload + Tsiore)] 
- If I > M: 
fexec = [M12)[rtwiddle + 8(log2 N)[Tadd + Tmult) + SmPTxt 
+ ^{Tload + Tstore) + ^ (logg M){Tload + Tstore)] 
+ 4(l0g2P)rA-, 
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LU Decomposition (Blocked) 
N X N : matrix size 
B X B : the number of blocks 
iVe X iY b- block matrix size { N b = iV/5) 
P X P : PE array size 
M : N/P 
Mb : NB/P 
^ . word size in bits 
communication channel bandwidth in bits 
L : the maximum number of messages that can be pipelined 
together 
1. Parallel nonblocked LU decomposition 
(a) Find pivot (local - sequential comparison) 
0 / tiV/s+l \ \ 
E E j 1 I P{Tload + Temp + Tneg + Temp) 
^i=B—1 \j=jiV/B+iV/a / / 
M(M + 1) _ 
= ^ P{Tload + '^Tcmp + Tneg) 
(b) Find pivot (global - logarithmic comparison) 
5(iVB((log2 P){Txs + Temp) +{P- l)mTxp) 
+ MBiilog, P)Txs + {P- l)mTxp)) 
= 2iV((log2 P ) T x s  +  { P -  l )TnTxp)  + A^((log2 P)Temp) 
(c) Interchange the pivot row with the current row and broadcast 
B{ 2 M l P {Tioad + T^tore + TuTxt) + 2 \  M b /  L ^ M b P [Txs +  jTxp) 
+ I X/ ^P{Tload-'rTstore-\-^Txt) -'r [ JZ j ^(^A's+PTxp)) 
\.=A/B  / \i=MB / 
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= 2NBM{Tioad + T^cr. + mTxt) + 2N\M bI  ^ {Tx, + jTxp) 
+ ^^^^^^P{Tlaad + T,tor.+mTxt) 
+ \jz\ilI^BP[Tx. + PTx,) 
\.-=Ma / 
(d) CoeflScient inversion 
BNaTdiv = ^ Tdiv 
(e) Save inverted coeflBcient 
BMsTstore = ^ ITstore 
(f) C£dculate(and save) and broadceist multiplier 
0 / lA/s+l \ \ 
I Xrf I ) Pi^load + Tjtore + TmuU + ^ Txt) 
^»=S—1 \ j=iMB+MB )  /  
/ 0 / iMb+I \ \ 
+ E E + PTxr.) 
\ i=B-l  \ j=iMB+MB f }  
= ^^P{Tio.d + Tsior. + T^uH + mTxt) 
/ 0 / UV/b+1 \ \ 
+ E E ri/^1 P{Tx. + PTA'P) 
\ i=B-l  \ j=iMB+MB )  )  
(g) Update sub matrix 
B I ^ I P{2Tload + Tjtore + Tmult + Tadd) 
\i=MB J 
+ I E M ( E ^ ] ^^BPi^TloadTatare Tmult + Tadd) 
\ i=B-l  J \i=MB I  
= P{2T,oad + Tstore + TrnuU + T^dd) 
+ M p^OTload + Tstore + Tmult + T^dd) 
2. Parallel triangular system solver 
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(a) Broadcast to right 
53 M ^BiMeiTioad + mTxt) + \MB/L]{TX3 + PTxp)) 
i=B-l J 
= + mTxt) + \M bI L ][T xs + PTx,)) 
(b) Broadcast to down 
(B - 1)P ( ( ^ i) (Tw + mTxt) + ( E r^/^1 I {Txs + PTx^) 
\\i=MB J \i=MB J 
=  ( B -  1 ) P  +  r a T x . )  +  ^  £  f ' / i l  j  i X x .  +  P T x , )  
(c) Update submatrix (B* = * b*^) 
53 M ( 53 ^ ) ^^sPi^Tload + Tstore + TmuU + Tadd) 
= M P{2Tload + Tstore + Tmult + T^dd) 
— a^ is kept in a register so that a Tioad is saved. 
3. Parallel matrix multiplication 
(a) Pre-skew input matrices(A and B) 
2 ^ ^ {MlP{Tload + T,tore + TuTxt) + fM^/LlPTx,) 
= (5 - l)MMBP{Tioad + Tstore + mr^re) + B{B - l)\MllL-\PTx, 
— For the shift communication on McisPar, xnet [1] is used. 
(b) Dot product calculation of a row of A and a column of B 
53 I ^^ePi^^Bi^Tload + Tmult + Tadd) + {Tload + Tjtore)) 
^i=B-l ) 
{B-l)(2B - 1) 
= -MMBP{MB{2Ti,ad + Tm^u + T,dd) 
6 
+ {Tload + Tstore)) 
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— 'ITioad are for A and B. 
(c) Shift each column of A to west 
2 i] {MlP{Tload + T,tore + mTxt) + \MIIL]PTxs) 
= ^ -^^MMePiTioad + + rnTxt) + L]PTx, 
(d) Shift each row of B to north 
^ i] {MlP[Tioad + T,tore + mTxt) + iMl/qPTxs) 
^i=B-l J 
= ^ -^^MMePiTi^^d + Ztar. + mTxt) + L]PTxs 
(e) Post-skew .4 and B 
2 ^ ^ ij (iV/|P(rw + Tstore + mTxt) + \MllL-\PTxs) 
= {B- l)MMBP{Tioad + Tstore + mTxt) + B{B - l)\MllL]PTx. 
Computation time: 
M i  M  +  I )  
fcomp = ' ^P(2Te^p+r.e3) + iV(log2P)r^p + TO,-. 
, iV/(M + 1) . M { M B  + l)(2Ms + 1) ^ , 
I * ^mult T~ g ^\^add i ^mult) 
^ ^(^add + r^u/J 
-A/A4P(Tadd + r^u/J 
(5-1)(2F-1),,,,2 
6 
= P[M^(—Tadd + jTmuit) + M^( — Tadd + T'muit + Temp + Tj^neg) 
+ iV/(((log2 P) + \ )Tcmp + if^neg + Tdiv + + rTmu/f)] 
Communication time: 
fcomm = 2N{{log,P)iTxs + iP-l)mTxp) 
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+ 2NBMmTx, + 2N[MBlL'\(Tx, + ^ Tx,) 
+ ^ BP(Tx. + PTx,) 
\i=MB ) + V . \l 
0 / :A/B+1 
E E 
^:=S—1 \j=iMB+XfB 
+ ^^^^MBiMsmTxt + rMs/tKlA-, + ^ p)) 
+ (B - 1)P ^ S fi/il j + PTx,) 
+ 3(5 - l)MMBPmTxt + W{B - l)\MllL^PTx, 
= P[Ml{AB^mTxt-\BmTxt-\mTxt] 
+ iV/fl(5(2(log2 PITa:, + 2(P - l)mrxp + \mTxt) - \rnTxt) 
+ 2M\MBIL-\{Txs^-^TXP) 
+ \j:\ilL-\\B{Txs + PTxp) 
\i=MB J 
(0 / iiV/a+i \ \ E E \ilL]\\iTx. + PTx,) i=B—l \j=iMB+\fB J / 
+ MB\MbIL-\(TS. + PTxr) 
+  ( B - l ) (  ^  r i / i l ) ( r ? .  +  P 7 > p )  
V.=A/fl / 
+ 35(5-i)riV/^/Lirx,] 
Memory access time: 
Um = -V/(M + 1) 2NBM{Ti,^d + 
+ Mr,,ore + P(r,oa.f + T.tor.) 
+ + ^^P(2rw + 
+ M P{2Tload + T,tor.) 
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+  ^ ^ N B M B T , ^  +  ( B - l )  P T i ^ j  
+ •« P(2r,„j + T„„.) 
+  3 { B  —  1 ) M  M b P{Tload + Tstore ) 
+ - ^\\IMBP{2MBTload + (Tload + Zt,re)) 
0 
= P[iV/|(^5^rw + ^ BXtor. - \BT,tor.) 
+ MB{B^{—Tload + -^Tstorc) + B^{5Tload + '^T,tore) 
+ B{ — -Tload — -^Tstore) — -^Tload) 
+ MB{B{^Tioad + -p)Tstore) — "^Tioad)] 
Total time: 
I mem fexec — fcomp 4" fcomm "1" frr 
= P[MB{B^{-Tadd + -^Tjnult + '^Tload) + B^-Tstore " -^BTstore) 
1„ 1„ > ^ 1, 
+ Mb{B {—Tload + "^Tstore) + B {—Tadd + Tmu/t + Temp + '^Tneg + ^TTlTxt 
+ oTload + ^Tgtore) + B{ — —mTxt + "^Tload + -^^Tstore) 
+ {—^^Txt — -^Tload)) 
+  / V / B ( 5 ( ( ( l o g 2  P )  +  1 ) 7 " ^ ?  +  " ^ T n e g  +  T d i v  +  ^ T a d d  +  ^ T m u l t  
+ 2(log2 P ) T x s  +  2 ( P  —  +  - m T x t  +  ^ T l o a d  +  - ^ T s t o r e )  
+ {-\mTxt - \Tioad)) + -IMlMBimTxs + jTxp) 
+  (  ^  [ z / L l  I  B { T x s  +  P T x p )  
\i=MB ) (0 / iMg+l \ \ E E fj/il + PI'"-) 
1=8-1 \j=tMB+\fff ) ) 
+ fMs/il (Tx. + PTxp) 
+  ( B - 1 ) (  x ;  f i / i l  )  ( r ; f ,  +  p r ; f , )  
V . = A/B  j 
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+ ZB[B-l)\MllL-\Txs] 
- If I = 1: 
fexec ~ fcomp "i" fcomm "t" fmem 
= P[MliB^i^T,,d + + |rw) + - ^BTstore) 
+ Mg{B^ {-Tload + •^Titore) + B^{-Tadd + TmttU + Temp + T^Tneg 
+ 4mTxt + ^Txs + PTxp + oTload + -^Tstore) 
+ B{~mTxt - -^Txa + -PTxp + -^Tload + -^Tstore) 
+ {--^^Txt — -^Txs — -PTxp — -Tload)) 
+ MB{B{{{log2 P) + l)7cmp + —Tneg + Tdiv + c^add + ^ Tmult 
1 DO 
+ (2(log2 P) + ^ )Txs + (2(P — l)m + ^P)Txp + -rnTxt + :;^Tioad 
+ (^ + ^ )Tstore) + {--^rnTxt - -^Txs - -^PTxp - -^Tload))] 
- \ i L >  M l :  
fexec — fcomp "t" fcomm "i" fmem 
— P[Mg{B^{-Tadd + ^2mu/t + ^Tload) + B^-Tstore ~ ^BTstore) 
+ Mq{B^{—Tload + •:^Tstore) + B^{—Tadd + ^ mu/t + T^mp + "^Tneg 
+ AmTxt + OTload + "^Tatore) + B{ — —mTxt + '^Tload + "^Tstore) 
+ {-\mTxt - \Tioad)) + MsiBH^Txs + \PTXp) 
+ 5(((log2 P) + \ )Tcmp + "^Tneg + Tdiv + ^Tmult 
+ (2(log2 P) + ^)7a', + (2(P - l)m + ^P)Txp + '^mTxt + ^Tioad 
+ "f" 'p)^3tore) + { — Txs ~ PTxp — -^ruTxt ~ -^Tload)) 
+ i W T x s - W T x s ) ]  
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